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Abstract
This study provides a working model for the denominational church to grow in its
vitality, its attendance and membership, and, in the process, its effectiveness in carrying
out the work and ministry of Jesus. This potential was demonstrated through the sixty-
seven percent growth that occurred in this congregation in this decade. The study offers
help in understanding the generational balance that is necessary for healthy growth and
also offers encouragement to apply stated principles ofhonoring others with different
philosophical and theological perspectives arising out of their experiences in their
generation. Defined steps of individual and corporate change are presented to
specifically enable the honoring process and the incamational ministry that can emerge in
the congregation.
One key element of this model is how this process equips the church and its
pastor to manage the changes necessary for that church to grow in vitality and
effectiveness in carrying out the work and ministry ofChrist. This element focuses on
how to manage the emotional responses ~ specifically grief~ that are produced in the
lives of individuals as the congregation experiences significant change.
The theological fi*amework for this renewed vitality is formally stated in the
opening ofChapter 2, and is woven into the principles and experience of the case study
throughout the balancing chapters. This framework centers on how the church can reflect
the unity and diversity of the Trinity, the incamational ministry of Jesus, and how the
church can more effectively carry out the work and ministry of Jesus in our society and
world today.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
The Appointment. Bryan sat in my office that Tuesday afternoon with intensity in
his eyes and emotion in his voice. Bryan and his wife, Laura, had joined our church one
year earlier in April 1 997 the very first to come through our newly launched
contemporary worship service. He specifically made an appointment and came with
visible intention. He spoke slowly and deliberately, choosing his words carefiiUy.
Bryan said, "I would like to find a way to extend an invitation to those in our town
that are not attending church, but I don't know how. I see now what we really have here
(in this body ofChrist) and I believe the Lord is wanting me to get involved in helping
them experience the really great things we have here in this body." He told me that he
grew up going to church while in grade school, but eventually he and his family quit
attending during his high school and college years. He described how college
experiences and then meeting Laura had not only drawn him to church but to a vital faith
in Jesus Christ. He spoke with quiet emotion about the powerful transformation that had
come to his life through his "Walk to Emmaus" experience. Now he realized how
precious the body ofChrist in this congregation had become to him.
He changed his posture and tone briefly as he contrasted his experience now, in
the 1990's, with his memories ofwhen he had lived in Canyon in the late 1980's. He told
me about the visits to our worship services when he and Laura were looking for a
church home. Bryan reflected on their several visits and said, "If anyone ever spoke to
us, I don't remember it."
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They did find a church home though, not here but in Amarillo which is a
fifteen-minute drive from Canyon, and they attended regularly. After a couple of years
they moved to Nebraska and lived there for five years. Then they lived in North Carolina
for four years before moving back to Canyon in 1997.
Bryan again shifted in his chair as he smiled and spoke about the warmth and joy
they found when they returned. As he spoke, I recalled how quickly Bryan and Laura had
become involved when they returned. Bryan volunteered to become part of our new adult
council, organized to equip and coordinate the many adult ministries of the church. Laura
had organized, planned, and directed a drama that was the powerful message for Maundy
Thursday and Good Friday worship services for our whole church. The drama was then
presented as the Easter Sunday message in our contemporary service just days before this
conversation in my office.
Bryan told me how he sensed an urgency to open a pathway for others to discover
and experience what he had found so precious in his relationship with Jesus in this warm,
loving body ofChrist. He mentioned his daily work in sales for an animal health
company and individuals he meets in this process. His intensity increased as we reflected
together about what means and methods would effectively invite those just like he had
been - unattending but very reachable people - in our town and community.
Our afternoon appointment concluded with a prayer that the Lord would guide
both of us to a specific means and method that would enable Bryan, this
salesman-becoming-a-fisherman-for-Jesus, to reach those the Lord was prompting him to
reach. In the days since our visit in the office not only Bryan but others in our
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congregation have sensed a prompting to reach out and touch the lives of others with the
love of Jesus that has transformed them.
Context and Focus: Whv Canvon is an Exception to Decline. In this decade of
the 1 990's, First United Methodist ofCanyon, Texas, is experiencing wonderful growth.
In every category our denomination uses to measures growth this church is experiencing
it. We are seeing growth in attendance, membership, programs and ministries, staff,
budget, and even in new facilities. For instance, the worship attendance has increased
more than 67 percent in this decade to 568 and membership has increased by 17 percent
to 1046. A chart reflecting these increases is included in Appendix A.
The conversation with Bryan also points to the contrast between this present
growth and the previous pattern of decline in attendance and membership that had
continued for more than two decades. Not only has this church grown, it has grown in a
denomination that continues to experience significant decline. According to the United
Methodist News Service, the United Methodist Church has experienced a thirty-year
decline in membership from eleven million in 1968 to eight and one-halfmillion in 1997,
a 22.7 percent loss.
This pattern of decline extends to other denominations. The 1998 Yearbook of
American and Canadian Churches reports that during the same thirty-year span the
Presbyterian U.S.A. church declined by 12 percent, the United Church of Christ declined
by 35 percent, and the Evangelical Lutherans and Missouri Synod Lutherans have each
declined by 3.6 percent. This decline implies that most denominational congregations
have also lost members and declined in attendance.
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Canyon First United Methodist fit this pattern for more than two decades. A
primary focus in this study is examining how and why Canyon became an exception to
this pattern of decline. Observing four possible causes for this exception provides
further justification for our study.
One logical cause could be that the population began to grow more rapidly in this
decade than previously. However, city demographics demonstrate that the growth of the
city ofCanyon was increasing during the two previous decades in which the church
declined. The city manager reports that in 1970, the population was 8,333. During the
decade the city grew 28.7 percent to 10,724 while church membership declined 9 percent
and attendance declined 14 percent to 341. In the 1980's, the city population grew 6
percent to 1 1,365 while church membership dropped by 13.5 percent to 896 and
attendance remained mostly stable until 1987 when it dropped to 308 before returning to
the mid 330' s. In the present decade the population has grown an additional 13 percent to
12,852 while church attendance increased by more than 67 percent to 568 and
membership increased by 17 percent to 1046. City population alone is not a defining
cause of church growth in this case study.
Another possible explanation is that the church launched a particular new program
or ministry. Certainly ministries have increased across the decade, but the central
ministry to younger children that has been a hallmark for almost two decades in Canyon
was launched in the early 1980's. Attendance and membership both declined in the
eighties and then dramatically increased in this present decade. As pastor I have not
found a program or ministry that is the single defining cause for this growth.
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Another possible explanation could be that the denominational churches in the
area significantly changed or declined, thus enabling Canyon to grow as a result of
changes in other churches. The three United Methodist congregations closest to Canyon
are in south Amarillo. Rather than declining, all three experienced growth during this
decade. A related possible explanation is that a church or churches in the city ofCanyon
declined and the growth of this United Methodist congregation was transfer growth from
those congregations. One congregation of less than thirty in attendance did close in 1991,
but virtually all the other twelve congregations in Canyon have remained stable or grown
during this decade.
Another possible cause was the pastor change in 1990. However, Wade Paschal,
the adjunct faculty member who is serving as my mentor, has observed that the
significant health complications I experienced with kidney failure and transplant during
the middle of this decade would seem to discount the suggestion that a dynamic leader
was the single factor that brought about this level of growth.
Statement of Problem. Without a single defining cause identified, I launched this
qualitative case study to examine how and why this congregation became the exception to
United Methodist decline. The problem was this: I sought to discover and understand the
phenomenon of our growth as a congregation after this church had experienced two
decades of decline.
Oualitative Research. Qualitative inquiry research was the method chosen to
discover explanations and to gain understanding about our growth. Corrine Glesne and
Alan Peshkin, in their book Becoming Qualitative Researchers: An Introduction.
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provided an important distinction about qualitative research with this statement:
"Qualitative inquiry focuses on the subject matter rather than placing primacy on
methods" (7). They further explain that this inquiry searches for patterns that emerge
rather than analyzing each component of the process. The hypothesis is then drawn from
the emerging patterns. This observation of patterns makes the process more inductive
than deductive and more interpretative than predictive.
In qualitative inquiry the researcher's role is characterized by involvement and
partiality rather than detachment and objectivity. Therefore the use of the "I-statement" is
not only permitted it is encouraged. This study freely employs both personal
involvement and the use of first-person pronouns.
As pastor of First United Methodist ofCanyon during this decade of growth, I fit
the definition of involved researcher with partiality. Along with other leaders of this
congregation, I wanted to know why our exception United Methodist decline is the
exception. The answers to questions about growth in our church were somewhat complex.
Qualitative research provided an established method for discovering these complex
answers and also for understanding this phenomenon.
Qualitative research uses a triangulation of data to isolate patterns that emerge in
this observation. Triangulation views data from various perspectives of research to
provide greater validity to the process. Triangulation allowed me to gain understanding
from various perspectives and test assumptions by applying insights from other sources
of data. The literature review and the chronology in Chapter 2 and the focus group
research in Chapters 3 and 4 all provided elements of this triangulation process.
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Instrumentation. Four focus group interview sessions provided the congregational
research in this study. Each focus group was comprised of seven or eight individuals
chosen to represent the four generational groups of our congregation. Open-ended
questions were designed to the enable members of the group to reflect on the various
aspects of our growth in this decade and report their perceptions and opinions. Chapter 3
more fully explains this focus group process.
Outline of Studv. The literature review opens with a theological reflection that
helped set parameters for examining our experience. Focus for the study was provided by
concepts in this reflection about the nature ofGod, the nature of Jesus, and the nature of
the church. These concepts enabled me to see greater implications in the complexity and
diversity of the Canyon congregation, Triangulation further allowed me to test my
assumptions and those of congregations members. Each element of the triangulation
process provided greater understanding of the events that unfolded and how and why
these event contributed to the overall growth of our church.
The first element of triangulation was the four generational cycle in American
society and how philosophical and theological paradigms have shaped all of us as people
in society and in the church, I observed a key application of these generation data in the
area of balance that is necessary for a healthy society or church. This Canyon
congregation only had three of the four generation involved in elected leadership as the
decade began. We were not balanced as a result of the absence of this youngest
generation. Observing this lack of balance contributed to the triangulation insights.
Another key element of triangulation was how this generation was drawn into the
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leadership through ministries and programs which grew out of our decade-long church
vision of loving, equipping, and imitating faith. The vision and the quipping process will
be presented in the literature review and chronology.
Triangulation also isolated innovative leadership principles that enabled this
congregation to make challenging decisions about facilities, staff, and worship in a
manner that encouraged further growth. The second portion of the literature review will
highlight these leadership principles of honor versus anger, individual and corporate steps
of change, and managing the strong emotions that emerge in the process of significant
change. The chronology introduces initial aspects of the analysis of data by weaving the
principles learned into the experiences of the congregation.
Chapter 3 sets the stage for the major research for this study by explaining how
qualitative study is organized and presented. The focus group interviews that enabled the
primary research are presented in Chapter 3 with their purpose, how they were planned
and organized in this study, and how participants were selected. In addition. Chapter 3
explains how these data were gathered and organized into primary themes ofprayer,
leadership, involving generations, and unity in the congregation.
Chapter 4 is organized around these four themes and provides detailed responses
from congregation members and examples of how these themes developed in the life of
the congregation. Initial interpretation of these themes begins in Chapter 4.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the findings of the study. In addition, my
understanding of the implications of these findings for other denominational
congregations is presented. Additional implications for church leadership literature are
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briefly addressed. The study closes with a statement of hope and encouragement for this
and other denominational churches as we face the next century and millennium.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review and Chronology
Focus for Literature Review
Theological Reflection as Focus for the Studv
Theologian Clark Pinnock, in his book, Flame of Love: A Theologv of the Holy
Spirit, identifies three key concepts that provide clarity to this review of literature and
ultimately bring focus to the entire study in Chapter 5. These are: 1) the nature of the
Trinity, 2) the person and work of Jesus, and 3) how the church reflects the nature of God
and continues the work of Jesus.
First, Pinnock declares that the nature ofGod in the Trinity is "pure relationality."
He says, "The Christian understanding ofGod as pure relationality is such a stunning
contribution to human understanding about ultimate matters that it must come first. "This
awareness ofGod's triune identity as a community of love and mutuality helps us
understand not only who God is but who we are and what kind ofworld we inhabit" (22).
Pinnock moves from this fresh insight of the Trinity as "community" to an understanding
of unity in the Trinity. He says:
Unity is a relationally simple notion in mathematics, but not simple elsewhere.
For example it is not simple in "single" organisms, which are highly complex.
The higher the entity, the more complex unity seems to be. Think of unity as a
work of art. Unity is not a simple idea. Unity can admit of great complexity.
(Pinnock 29)
A second Pinnock concept is about person and work of Jesus. He offers this
clarion statement: "The Almighty has inserted himself into history and humanity in Jesus
- weak, powerless, and dependent on the Spirit - in order to become what we were meant
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to be, the communion of God and humanity" (81). Pinnock illuminates a two-part plan in
the person and work of Jesus. First, God chose to become joined with us in humanity.
Second, in doing so, God the Incarnate Son, chose to enable us to be joined with him
through a transformation of our very being. He enables us to be "elevated to the life of
God" (81).
By taking our nature and becoming human, Jesus raised humanity to the level of
the Son in relation to the Father. God has made us alive together with Christ and
seated us with him in heavenly places (Eph. 2:4-7). ... A door has been opened
for humanity to enter God's presence, transformed and glorified. God, having
united himself to humanity, invites us into unity with God, which is the destiny of
creation. (Pinnock 81)
A third Pinnock concept is how the church reflects the nature ofGod and reveals
and continues the work of Jesus. The Church was created on Pentecost to carry on the
work of Jesus (113). Stanley Grenz adds this critical insight to the work of the church in
reflecting the nature of God:
God intends to bring to pass a reconciled creation in which humans reflect in their
relationship to each other and the universe around us the reality of the triune God.
God's actions are aimed at establishing the reconciled community of love as the
human reflection of the social trinity - the divine nature - which is love.
fTheologv for the Community ofGod 636)
Pinnock also expands the understanding of fellowship in the church: "Fellowship
refers both to divine life and to community life because the community is meant to reflect
the communion of the Trinity, which is the ontological basis of the church" (117). This
concept of fellowship as community in the church not only reflects the "communion of
the Trinity" it also reflects the model of what human relationships can be.
At Pentecost ... a community was formed, ftill of differences and yet united in its
longing for the coming of the kingdom. . . . Through the pouring out of the Spirit,
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God effected a world-encompassing, multilingual, poly-individual testimony to
Godself (Pinnock 119)
This theological reflection provided a means for me to understand the unfolding
events in the Canyon congregation. My initial understanding flowed from Pinnock' s
concept of incarnation. Jesus, as a baby, came weak, powerless, and dependent to fully
identify with us. Each person in the body ofChrist has the privilege of identifying with
the needs of others as part of our incamational ministry. This insight allowed me to
recognize that as different individuals and groups in the Canyon church learned to
identify with and understand the needs of others in the body, we not only drew closer to
one another we also experiened incamational ministry.
The literature review presents an "honor versus anger" principle which enabled
this incamational process. One example of visibly enacting this honoring principle
occurred during our challenging decision to begin a contemporary worship service. We
publicly listing perceived facts, feelings, fears about what could go wrong, and
anticipation ofwhat could go right under categories called "hats." The process enabled
individuals to observe, feel, and honor the needs of others. These hats lists were reprinted
and distributed at all following contemporary worship discussion meetings. The research
chapters provide ample evidence that hearts and lives were changed as the hats process
allowed individuals to honor the vastly different feelings, needs, and understandings of
people in other generational groups. Two focus group comments are illustrative. One
person said, "It broke my heart when I realized that when we said we wanted praise and
worship, others heard us saying they were not praising and worshiping in the traditional
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service." Another person said, "It hurt me that others were saying that the music my
wife, the organist, had dedicated her life to, was not meaningfiil to them. I now realize
that is not what they meant."
Pinnock' s concept of unity and diversity in the Godhead provided a second
singificant understanding of our experience. As the principles of honor versus anger
unfolded, I became aware that the church found strength in bringing and maintaining
unity within diversity. Again two focus group comments illustrate this unity and diversity
in Canyon. One member said, "The unity in the church has developed through Richard's
leadership and resulted in everyone working together in spite of differences." Another
member reported, "An active process ofmaking sure various generations within the
church were represented on all boards and decision-making cormnittees wherever
possible" (contributed to overcoming problems).
My third understanding arose from Pinnock' s concept of how the church reflects
God's nature and carries out Christ's work. This understanding arose as I observed how
our congregation has reflected God's nature as a "community of love" through our
decade-long loving-equippping-imitating faith vision. The loving aspect of this vision is
based on John 13:35 "love one another" as Christ's disciples. This portion of the vision
allowed our congregation to become a more visible community of love. Further details of
this vision and how it unfolded are presented in this literature review and the focus group
research in Chapter 3 and 4. One quote provides a precursor of how the vision
established a foundation of love across the church body. In response to a question on the
most significant factor in the decade, one member cited "love." "The love of the
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leadership and the members toward one another (was most significant). We are truly a
loving church."
Another aspect of reflecting God's nature came into focus for me through the
concept of unity and diversity in the Godhead. Our vision provided the foundation of
love necessary for the unity to continue in the midst of diversity. This diversity became
highly visible in the challenging decisions we faced. The diversity especially among the
four generations in our congregation is presented in the literature along with the
ministries that drew these generations together in unity in the leadership of our
congregation. The review also provides examples of how this vision enabled us to reflect
God's nature of diversity and unity more effectively.
My next understanding arose out of the means through which our congregation
reflected the work ofChrist through ministries growing out of our loving and equipping
vision. The vision allowed us to follow Jesus command to "love one another." I have
woven "reflections" of our experiences into the review. In these reflections, there are
examples of the love and unity that enabled us to bring growing numbers ofnew people
into the body ofChrist. The friendliness, which Bryan mentioned in the opening
illustration ofChapter 1, is an example ofhow this vision enabled us to carry out Christ's
work more effectively. The work ofChrist was also enabled by the equipping that is
highlighted in later elements of the review. Equipping particularly came through the
ministries ofEmmaus, Life Application Bible studies, and Stephen Ministry.
One additional understanding arose from the theological reflection. I discovered
that within the congregation, there are equally committed followers of Jesus who perceive
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what is appropriate and effective in reflecting God's nature and Christ's work from
significantly different perspectives. In addition to generational age group differences,
modem and postmodern philosophical paradigms allowed these committed followers to
hold significantly different perspectives about the church and its nature and mission.
This diversity prompted me to search for innovative leadership principles that would
enable our congregation to proceed through challenging decisions. Principles I discovered
allowed us to honor one another and maintain unity in this diversity.
Literature Review as Method ofDeveloping Questions
Robert Yin, in Case Studv and Research, makes a critical distinction about the
purpose of the literature review. It is intended not to determine answers but to develop
sharper questions related to the study. Our review has done precisely that for us
especially in regard to the generational dynamics in our society and churches today.
Within these generational dynamics lie the issues about which ministries drew these
diverse groups together and how the processes of change impacted these generations as
they shared in ministry leadership. Once these issues were identified we were better able
to apply the qualitative questions, how and why, to the issues arising in these events.
The experiences through which we lived were integrated with the insights from
the literature. For instance, an early question that emerged related to "growth restricting
barriers." After discovering the concept of growth barriers I began looking at our own
situation to determine what barriers might exist. That search process led me to insights
about characteristics of the generations in our congregation. The literature on generations
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led me to discover a generational change that had occurred in our congregation during the
case study time frame of the 1990's. This discovery led me back to the growth restricting
barrier premise and to other literature that expanded my understanding of barriers in our
situation. This understanding led us forward to greater insights about generations and the
vital role of each of the four adult generations that comprise our society today.
The brief reflections about our experience were woven into the literature review to
provide the necessary logic linking that Yin says is vital in the flow of case study
presentations (Case Studv Research 20, 25). After the literature is presented the study
proceeds to a more detailed chronology to integrate the literature insights into the logic
linking of this process.
A book by Rick Warren helped me discover this focus on growth restricting
barriers. Warren in The Purpose Driven-Church, observes that children will grow
naturally unless they face growth restricting barriers such as a diet that is significantly out
of balance or health dangers that are not removed from their situation. Warren applies
this growth observation to a church. A church will grow naturally unless that church
faces growth restricting barriers that impede its health.
Our own growth prompted me to begin looking for growth restricting barriers that
might have been present during the previous decline. I wanted to know if barriers had
been present in our church and whether or not they had been addressed. Because Rick
Warren's insights about health related to balance I began looking for areas ofministry
that were out of balance. This led me to a crucial understanding about generations in our
congregation. The discovery of generation literature that principally guided me was first
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mentioned in a hallway discussion with the primary custodian in our church, Bill Fetter.
Bill has a master's degree in English literature and we have had numerous discussions on
philosophical issues related to age groups. In this discussion I mentioned modem and
postmodem issues related to generations and Bill simply asked if I had read the work of
Strauss and Howe, specifically their book on generations. That simple question led to the
major discussion that follows in the next segment of this study. Therefore, I express
appreciation to both Bill and to my dissertation committee for their encouragement to add
this source of discovery. It is an indication of the uniqueness of the congregation in
Canyon - a church with a primary custodian holding an English literature degree and
whose insights contributed to the effectiveness ofministry in four generations.
As a result of this generation discovery, I found that the youngest of these
generations was absent from all leadership in 1990 and had been brought into that
leadership during the decade. That insight led me to the two primary elements of this
section of the literature review: our four generations and managing the changes that arose
in the generational diversity of our ministry leadership.
Literature Review Part I; Generations
Generations, Cycles, and the Church
The Four Generation Cycle in American Society. William Strauss and Neil Howe
provided vital insights to my understanding of balance and growth barriers in our
congregation through their study of generations. These four types of generations have
recurred in a fixed order since the earliest Puritan days: Civics, Adaptives, Idealists, and
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Reactives. These generations are formed and shaped by their responses to previous
generations and to events of their lives, particularly a prevalent formative "moment" in
society. This prevalent "social moment" typically lasts about a decade, according to
Strauss and Howe. These social moments have occurred in alternating succession with
one or the other in each half century since the 1600's. One is called a "secular crisis," the
other a "spiritual awakening" (74).
Strauss and Howe identify these generations both with a "type" for the ongoing
groups and a "name" for the specific generation bom during specific years. The
following are the four adult generations today:
Generation Generation Bom in Age as
Tvpe Name Years 1998 Began
Civic "G.I." 1901-1924 74 to 97
Adaptive "Silent" 1925-1942 56 to 73
Idealist "Boomer" 1943-1960 38 to 55
Reactive "13er" 1961-1981 17 to 37
Dominant-Recessive and Generation Shaping. The social moment also produces
a "dominant" or "recessive" quality in each generation that further defines them as a
group and also impacts their responses throughout their lives. Two of the present
generations, the Civics and the Idealists, are dominant. The dominant generations
encountered their first social moment (the secular crisis or spiritual awakening) when
they are entering rising adulthood or when they are ages twenty-two to forty-three.
The Civics were entering rising adulthood (when they were ages twenty-two to
forty-three) during a "secular crisis" (Franklin Roosevelt's election during 1932 through
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the VJ-Day in 1945). The Idealist were entering rising adulthood during a "spiritual
awakening" (now taking place in America). Their experiences in this social moment
produced dominant characteristic qualities in the Civics and the Idealists. Strauss and
Howe observe that dominant generations "take their social roles (this dominance) into
midlife," and "they tend to monopolize the style of adulthood in the public world. The
Idealists dominate rhetoric and culture, the Civics [dominate] technology and
institutions" (74).
The other two generations, the Adaptives (age fifty-six to seventy-three) and
Reactives, are characteristically "recessive." The recessive generations first encounter
this shaping social moment as children and youth (ages zero to twenty-one). The social
moment for the present Adaptives (ages fifty-six to seventy-three) was a secular crisis.
The Reactives (age seventeen through thirty-seven) were youths during a spiritual
awakening. Strauss and Howe observe that the recessive types "compensate for their
diminished public role by exercising a commensurately greater influence on the private
world of human relationships." Raising their own children, for example, Reactives "have
a tendency to restore protectiveness." Adaptives "allow greater freedom." (74).
How does this experience shape these four generations? Strauss and Howe
provide an explanation quoted here to provide clarity.
A dominant, outer-fixated CIVIC GENERATION grows up as
increasingly protected youths after a spiritual awakening; comes of age
overcoming a secular crisis; unites into a heroic and achieving cadre of rising
adults; sustains that image while guiding institutions as powerftil midlifers; and
emerges as busy elders attacked by the next spiritual awakening. [Those now
ages seventy-four to ninety-seven, are the present Civic generation].
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A recessive ADAPTIVE GENERATION grows up as overprotected and
suffocated youths during a secular crisis; matures into risk-adverse, conformist
rising adults, produces indecisive midlife arbitrator-leaders during a spiritual
awakening; and maintains influence (but less respect) as sensitive elders. [Those
now ages fifty-six to seventy-three, are the present Adaptive generation].
A dominant, inner-fixated IDEALIST GENERATION grows up as
increasingly indulged youths after a secular crisis; comes of age inspiring a
spiritual awakening; fragments into narcissistic rising adults (when they are ages
22-43); cultivates principle as moralistic midlifers (when they are age 44-65); and
emerges as visionary elders (in ages 66-87) guiding the next secular crisis.
[Those now ages thirty-eight to fifty-five, is the present Idealist generation].
A recessive REACTIVE GENERATION grows up as underprotected and
criticized youths during a spiritual awakening; matures into risk-taking, alienated
rising adults; mellows into pragmatic midlife leaders during a secular crisis; and
maintains respect (but less influence) as reclusive elders. [Those now ages
seventeen to thirty-seven are the present Reactive generation]. ^Generations
74 - age reference parentheses mine)
Reflection: Linkins ofGeneration Insights to Case Studv. In a matter of days after
reading the Generations book, leadership groups in our congregation began to experience
the benefits of these insights in Canyon. In the closing weeks of 1997 and the opening
weeks of 1998, when a committee or group met and encountered differences of opinion, I
briefly shared the appropriate insights. When I mentioned generational types or the
uniqueness of the four groups in our committees, this information provided a feeling of
fog lifting. Individuals exhibited a sense of being more valued and appreciated as part of
the group. Decisions of the groups seemed to be reached with more harmony. The
responses provided such definite assistance to the committees in 1998, 1 was prompted to
look further into the dynamics of generations. I discovered other implications of the
generations and their preferences in our congregation, specifically the worship
preferences of the four groups.
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Generational Insights and Church Preferences. The Civics (who are now ages
seventy-four to ninety-seven) have been so cohesive and influential in society and the
church that they tend to see all other generations as "ineffectual facsimiles of themselves"
(Strauss and Howe 9). They guided our nation through decisions in the 1930's great
depression and in the 1940's World War II. They know from experience the powerful
impact they have exerted as a generation. Civics, like Adaptives, prefer the worship that
is reflective and reverent, and they do not prefer congregational participation ( Mcintosh
45-55).
The Adaptives (ages fifty-six to seventy-three) have not elected a president in the
seventy-plus years since their generation began to be bom. Upon reflection, members of
the Adaptive generation admit that leadership is not normally the long suit of their
generation (Strauss and Howe). However, this is the generation that remained in the
mainline churches while Idealists departed from these congregations during the last three
decades (1960 to 1990). Adaptives prefer worship that is reflective and reverent. They
want services that largely do not call for congregational participation. They prefer
pastoral prayers (as compared to lay-led, specific-concem prayers). They prefer choir
anthems and organ music, mostly fi"om the classical (rather than contemporary) genre of
music. In church decision-making, they prefer that choices involving financial
commitments toward expenditures (hiring staff and expanding programs) be made only
after the funding is in place. They are savers financially (Mcintosh 37-38).
The Idealists (who are now thirty-eight to fifty-five in age) left the church in large
numbers during the three earlier decades (1960 to 1990) but are now retuming in large
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numbers. In business settings and in church life, members of this Idealist group have no
trouble recognizing that other generations have a different group personality from their
own. Idealists receive significant comfort from the identity they derive from their clearly
defined generation group (Strauss and Howe 11).
Mcintosh observes that many of these Idealists returned to churches and
denominations during the late 1980's and 1990's and prefer worship that is
predominantly participatory for the congregation. They prefer lay-led, specific prayer in
worship. They prefer contemporary music led by a praise team that includes guitars,
electronic keyboards, amplified voices, and even drums. In church decision-making, the
Idealists tend to be much more eager to launch into a visionary new ministry before the
finances needed are given or in the bank.
The Reactives (ages seventeen to thirty-seven) do not like being compared to
"mall rats," drug gangs, and collegians who can not find Chicago on a map, but they
grudgingly admit that is how others often see them (Strauss and Howe 12). Mcintosh
sees the Reactivess intensely focused on spiritual matters. However, they are willing to
combine tenets of other religious groups that normally are not included in orthodox
Christianity without sensing great tension. An example is combining Christianity and
reincarnation. Worship for the distinctively Christian Reactive is intensely personal and
focused on sensing God as very near. University campus weeknight worship can often be
three or more hours in length.
A Crucial Insight: Consensus Required. A crucial application of these
generational insights was published in a business newsletter by William Garden. Garden
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highlights the three younger generations who are all active in the work force today. He
explains that for the first time in the history of the United States three generations must
now sit side by side in board rooms of banks and businesses and make consensus
decisions (2).
Another insight implied in Garden's article is that no one generation has the
strength to dominate decision making in the business sector. The insight also applies to
our setting. No one generation in our congregation has the strength to guide or dominate
decision making in our church alone. Garden's article prompted me to observe the
generational groups in our church more closely.
Reflection: Linkins Insishts to Case Studv. The other three members of our
ministry staff and I began observing the generational makeup of every committee or
group in the leadership of our congregation. From the Administrative Board through the
StaffParish, Finance, and Nominations committees we discovered that a generational
shift had occurred during the decade of the 1990's. In our chronology later in this chapter
I will provide specific data describing the details of this change in our leadership. Here I
simply point to the specific lesson our staff learned and how that led to the next aspect of
the generations review.
At the beginning of the decade of the 1990's, the Reactives were totally absent
from the elected committees and the board. By the mid-point of 1995, 19 percent of the
people elected to these groups were Reactives. At the beginning of the decade the
overwhelming percentage of chairpersons of these groups were in the Civic and Adaptive
generations. By the mid-point of 1995, halfof these chairpersons were Idealist and half
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were in the Civic and Adaptive groups. The leadership shift prompted me to look more
closely at Strauss and Howe's summary comment in regard to our health as a
congregation.
Generation Health Requires Presence and Participation. Strauss and Howe
provided this crucial insight with a summary comment near the end of their book. Their
statement implies that in order for a society to be fully functional and healthy, it is
essential that all four adult generations be present and participating in that society.
With G.I.'s [Civics] having made their mark and Silents [Adaptives] running out
of time to make theirs, the vortex of history is inexorably moving toward the
Boom [Idealists] and 13^^ [Reactives]. . . . Future generations must rely on aging
Boomers to build a very unyuppylike ethic of community responsibility and
principled self-sacrifice. . . . Future generations are counting on 13ers [Reactives]
to graduate from Liar's Poker and mellow into midlife cautionaries, guardians of
family life, and protectors against Idealist excesses. . . . IfBOOMERS [Idealists]
AND 13ERS [Reactives] PURSUE THEIR RESPECTIVE MISSIONS WELL,
the cycle of generations will also be a cycle ofprogress for those who follow.
(427)(paranthetical names capitalization emphasis mine)
Strauss and Howe imply what Ephesians 4: 16 states precisely: The body ofChrist
is maturing when the church "grows and builds itself up ... as each part does its work." I
saw an important focus on "as each part does its work" as I considered the implication of
this generational health research by Strauss and Howe and the application of this insight
to our church setting. If society is fully fianctional only when all four generations are
present and participating, this is also true in the church. Now our data from 1990 and
1995 took on new meaning. I saw that even after a decade of emphasis on attracting
families with children that the youngest (Reactive) generation was not represented in any
of the elected leadership groups of the church. That absence had impact on the balance of
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the body, the ministries and programs, and the decision-making processes because every
part of the body was simply not present to "do its work in building the body."
That led me to a further application of Pinnock' s insight ofdiversity and unity and
how our church is to reflect both. Our congregation in Canyon had repeatedly
demonstrated its unity through decisions to expand church facilities. In 1990 when I was
appointed pastor, evidence of this unity was reflected in the actions and verbal recounting
of decisions about a three-phase building plan. The present sanctuary, offices, and first
floor classrooms of the first phase were completed in 1975, and the second floor
classrooms of the second phase were completed in 1989. The evident unity was the
result ofwise choices in challenging decisions the congregation made quite purposefully.
The newer sanctuary was evidence that the congregation had chosen to leave a greatly
loved, stained glass adorned 1926 sanctuary that members knew would eventually be
razed to make room for facilities in the third phase (that were constructed in 1996). The
decisions included a conscious choice to remain unified as a body and remain unified in a
vision to carry out the work of Christ. The newer facilities allowed this congregation to
attract a growing number of families with younger children - a central goal of the
congregation in the 1980's.
My new understanding of unity and diversity arose as I became aware that the
congregation had continued in unity in these challenging decisions. However, the
diversity which the church should also reflect was partially but not fully present. Strauss
and Howe enabled me to see that the Reactive generation (ages eighteen through twenty-
eight in 1990) was the specific part of the body needed so "all parts" of the congregation
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could work together to "build up the body ofChrist."
The next segment of the literature review presents philosophical paradigms that
made diversity in our congregation more distinct and theological paradigms that made
unity a greater challenge to maintain. When all four were present the dynamics of the
congregation changed significantly. Literature describing the modem and postmodem
thinking in our society particularly illuminated these dynamics for us.
Generations, Philosophy and the Church
Stanley Grenz, in A Primer on Postmodemism, made me aware that in this closing
decade of the twentieth century our church is living in the midst of a subtle but
potentially monumental shift in the philosophical paradigms of our society. Critical
applications of these modem and postmodem influences emerged as I discovered them in
their reinterpreted forms or paradigms in the church. Further insights arose as I realized
the far-reaching influence of these same two paradigms emerging and re-emerging from
similar ideas and definitions in earlier Christendom and apostolic paradigms. In the
process, generational distinctives became more clearly defined for me and for leaders in
our congregation.
The Modem Paradigm. Modem philosophy focuses on "the thinking self (i.e.
"congito ergo sum" - 1 think, therefore I am). The modem paradigm centers on this
thinking self and the ability to understand tmth. Essentially modemism says that tmth is
objective or understandable and is also consistent. Modemists articulate the "goal of
human intellect" as "the quest to unlock the secrets of the universe in order to master
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nature for human benefit and to create a better world" (Grenz 3). Philosopher Jurgen
Habermas gave the name "enlightenment project" to the explosion of knowledge that has
occurred in our world from 1500 through the mid 1900's. Habermas said:
Proponents of the Enlightenment . . . held the extravagant expectation that the arts
and sciences would further not only the control of nature but also the
understanding of self and world, moral progress, justice in social institutions, and
even human happiness. (162-163)
Those who hold this view in society and in the church believe and expect that the world
around them will be significantly improved by the explosion of knowledge and that
"things are going to get better and better" (Hunter 22).
In the church, this philosophy has emerged as a concept that the world in which
we live was good and getting better. Therefore the role of the church was to improve the
process. In the last twenty-five years a postmodem paradigm has been emerging to
challenge these modem perceptions.
The Postmodem Paradigm. Postmodemists radically personalize the definitions
of reality and tmth. For the modemist there is a world view that is consistent and can be
discovered (recall the "goal of human intellect" is the "quest to unlock the secrets of the
universe"). For the postmodemist there is no world view. The "view" is personal and
each person's view carries the same weight in the larger scheme of life as any previously
defined world view.
This postmodem paradigm grew out of an approach to the interpretation of
literature and the study of language. This approach said that "literature has provided us a
stmcture to help us organize and understand our experience of reality." Postmodemists
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applied this theory of literary interpretation to the world as a whole. The result is a
philosophical theory that declares that each thinking person will read reality differently
(just as each reader interprets the literary text differently). There is no single meaning of
reality in the world in which we live (Grenz 6).
Postmodemist Jacques Derrida takes this premise a step further and says that
reality cannot be set forth in "ontological" (existence-explaining rationale) descriptions
and there is "nothing transcendent" present in reality. So the "thing" that emerges in the
process is the "perspective of the selfwho interprets it." To illustrate this concept, he
recalls the corollary in the interpretation of literature. He says that in literature meaning is
not in the text itself, rather meaning comes into existence only as the interpreter enters
into dialogue with the text. The postmodem application of this premise is that meaning
and tmth do not exist as an objective entity. Meaning only comes into existence as the
interpreter enters into dialogue with reality. I observed an example of this paradigm's
influence on people in the 1990's through a bumper sticker on a car on an Oregon
freeway. It read, "Challenge Reality."
The postmodemist observes a world that does not fit the category of good and
certainly is not getting better and better. Postmodemists tmst the definitions and
paradigms ofmodemists less and less and rely on their own definitions and paradigms
more and more.
Reflection: Linkim Influences to Case Studv. The modem and postmodem
influences were more visible when I observed the generational groups in our community
and church in Canyon. Exceptions are evident, but in general the Civics (ages
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seventy-four to ninety-seven) and Adaptives (ages fifty-six to seventy-three) have more
of a modem perspective while Idealists (ages thirty-eight to fifty-five) and Reactives
(seventeen to thirty-seven) hold more of a postmodem view. Definitions of "church,"
"worship," and what is "honoring to God" were different in modem and postmodem
perspectives. Answers to questions as to"why the church exists" and "what is our primary
task" also varied significantly.
Modem, Postmodem, and the Church. The writings ofCraig Miller, Loren Mead,
and George Hunter all showed me where these paradigms now appear in a reinterpreted
form in our congregation. Mead and Hunter also gave insight into how and why earlier
forms of these paradigms arose in church history and continue to emerge today.
An article by Miller in our United Methodist Board ofDiscipleship publication.
Offering Christ Today "Ministry in a Postmodem Age," described the modem and
postmodem perspectives as they are most prominently articulated by church people
today. Miller says that the "modem perspective" which reached its height in the 1960's
assumed "that everyone in America was a Christian - or close to it." Consequently the
"ultimate goal of the church was to receive and manage the care ofmembers." The role
of members was also clear. They were to "participate by attending worship, serving on
committees, and volunteering to do their part." Equally clear was the role of the pastor
who "headed the church" and was there to "supervise, inspire, and take care of the
members." Miller further defines the philosophy of the modem church perspective as a
split between the secular and the religious:
On Sundays, church members paid their dues and made their connections to God
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in worship and in Sunday school. Monday through Friday, they went to work or
school to do their secular work. Fellowship events at the church took place
monthly or even weekly, but for the most part, one did not talk about God or
religion in polite society. Religion was a personal experience kept to oneself
except at church on Sundays. (Miller 2)
Miller then contrasts that with the postmodern view of the church. He says the
postmodern view, which has been adopted widely by those bom after 1 965 (Reactives are
those bom from 1961-1981), describes faith as organic, not institutional. The
secular-religious split is gone. He says that individuals with a postmodem perspective
seek to belong to a group of believers who become their extended family and who
encourage them in their faith. "It cannot be lived out in isolation or put aside just because
it's Thursday and you're not supposed to talk about God" (Miller 2).
In Canyon the concepts of "extended family" and "secular- religious split now
removed" describe a wider age group than Miller suggests. The majority of the Idealists
(ages thirty-eight to fifty-five) also fit this description. Because these Idealists and
Reactives (ages seventeen to thirty-seven) are largely postmodem thinkers, they
instinctively know "that not everyone who walks into a church is a Christian." They agree
with both Miller and George Hunter who describe this postmodem version of the
apostolic paradigm which says, "like the early church leaders and the founders of
Methodism, we live in a time when most people are not Christians" (Hunter 22). They
agree with Miller's important summary of postmodem definitions of the role of the
church and the role of the pastor. Miller says postmodemists believe:
The task of the church is not to keep its members happy. It is to encourage
seekers to become disciples of Jesus Christ (emphasis mine). The role of the
pastor moves away from simply managing the care and needs of the members. In
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the 1990's, the pastor's most important task is to work with others to develop
an effective ministry system of discipleship that focuses on teaching the basic
spiritual disciplines of the faith and helping people discover their ministry.
Rather than the professional minister who does it all, ministry in the postmodem
age is holistic and organic. Everyone is called to ministry. (Miller 96-97)
(emphasis mine)
A summary look into the earlier forms ofmodem and postmodern paradigms in church
history provided a critical lesson on the far-reaching effects of these paradigms in the
larger church today.
Church History: Christendom and Apostolic Perspectives. Loren Mead, in Once
and Future Church, describes how our postmodem perspective is parallel to apostolic
paradigms and our modem perspective is parallel to Christendom paradigms. Mead says
that for the first 300 years:
The early church was conscious of itself as a faithful people surrounded by an
hostile environment to which each member was called to witness to God's love in
Christ. They were called to be evangelists in the biblical sense of the word -
those who bear good news. Their task was to carry into a hostile world the good
news of healing, love, and salvation. (Mead 10)
A profound change began with the conversion of Constantine in 3 13 A.D. Mead
provides an important insight with his statement, "the cmcial difference, once the
paradigm settled in, was that the church was identified with the Empire. There was no
separation between the world and the church within the Empire." Because of this
foundational shift in defining the church as geographical rather than "a faithful people
surrounded by an hostile environment," the task of "bearing the good news" became
almost totally a missionary enterprise. Mead says, "The village became a support system
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for the saints of the mission, an outpost that sent CARE packages to the real mission"
(Mead 17).
Mead identifies another critical result of this shift from "sharing good news" with
a neighbor to an emphasis on "sharing good news with a far away person outside the
kingdom or Empire." This critical result is: "it cut the nerve of the personal involvement
and responsibility for witness and mission and replaced it with a sense of vicarious
participation in a far-off mission carried out by heroes of faith and armies of the
nation-empire" (17).
Mead also provides a statement about the personal value and place of the ordinary
person in the nation-empire. His statement parallels the description of the church member
in the 1 960's modem paradigm and shows how long this perspective has prevailed in the
larger church.
The ordinary person has responsibility as a Christian to do some well defined
things: to be a good, law-abiding citizen; to pay the taxes that supported religious
and secular institutions alike; to support the efforts to enlarge the Empire and
bring in the pagan world; to be obedient to one's superiors (disobedience was both
seditious and heretical); and to support the whole system with one's prayers, and if
necessary, one's life. (Meade 17)
The many similarities between the descriptions of the ordinary person in
Christendom and the descriptions of the member in the modem paradigm of the 1 960's
provided another important insight in interpreting our generational data. The perspective
of professionals providing ministry is a long-standing teaching of the church and did not
simply arise in this century. As I shared this understanding, all of us in the ministry staff,
as well as congregational leaders, gained greater appreciation for the postmodem clarity
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that "those who come into the church are not all Christians." This postmodem perspective
is similar to an apostolic view that also says a Christian is one called to take the good
news of Jesus into a hostile world.
The Christendom paradigm and its modem counterpart also led me to an
awareness of the pervasiveness of this paradigm in the larger church today. Mead
explains that the Christendom paradigm, even with its lengthy prominence, "never did
reflect reality, nor does it seem very real to us today. It bespeaks a medieval world view
with which we have many problems" (Once and Future Church 1 8). Mead identifies a
profound impact in the application of the Christendom paradigm in decisions throughout
the larger church today. Mead makes this far-reaching statement:
The paradigm's importance lies in the fact that most of the generation that now
leads our churches grew up with it as a way of thinking about church and society.
And all the structures and institutions that make up the churches and
infrastmctures of religious life, from missionary societies to seminaries, from
congregational life to denominational books of order and canon, are built on the
presuppositions of the Christendom paradigm. (Mead 18)(emphasis mine)
Reflection: Linkim Generational Perspectives to Case Studv. The far-reaching
implications ofChristendom gave me a significant insight for interpreting our situation
and experience. With these modem-postmodem and Christendom-apostolic paradigms
identified, I became aware that the shift in generational leadership that occurred from
1990 to 1995 was far more than a shift in the ages of the primary elected leaders and
cormnittee chairpersons. I discovered our church was also dealing with varied
perspectives among the generational leaders elected in 1990 and 1995. I discovered
profound differences in their definitions of church people and the pastor and even
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profound differences in reasons why the church exists today. On the one hand,
modem-Christendom definitions expressed by church members implied the church exists
as a mission base in a Christian society that exists to reach far away unbelievers. On the
other hand, postmodern-apostolic definitions expressed by other members implied the
church exists as an outpost of believers who are individually called to take the gospel into
a hostile society (including areas of their own neighborhood and community). Yet even
with the differences, the generational groups now sitting side by side in leadership
meetings were reaching consensus decisions that provided health and growth. As both
unity and diversity were more ftilly reflected in the congregation, the four generations
joined in greater unity to reflect the nature of God and to carry out the work of Christ..
Then these four generations expanded the vision of the church, and in the process,
revealed greater diversity and the need to leam innovative ministries to maintain unity of
the body.
Generations Drawn Together
Reflection: How Is A Generation Drawn Into Church Leadership? As I reflected
on what happened in bringing together these generational groups with such specific
differences, the situation itself prompted how and why questions. How did it happen that
the Reactive generation was brought into the church? How and why were people in this
and the Idealistic generation brought into the elected leadership so that a balance of four
generations occurred? These questions will be addressed in the chronology later in this
chapter. However, at this point in the process I began to compare our experience with the
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literature and found vital insights into how integration occurs in multiple generation
congregations. The next segment of the literature review presents the three aspects of
ministry that illuminated our experience in bringing these generations together. These
three were: 1) every member in ministry, 2) a vision that matched generational needs, and
3) renewal ministries and studies.
Everv Member in Ministry. Our experience in bringing together a growing
number of people in ministry was most illuminated by the experience of Frazer Memorial
United Methodist Church in Montgomery, Alabama. This process is explained in John
Ed Mathison's book, Everv Member in Ministry: Involving Laity and Inactives. Through
Mathison's excellent book we found insights into why our Volunteer Ministry
Questionnaire became a vehicle for bringing people, including the Reactive generation
members (seventeen to thirty-seven), into leadership in this decade.
Mathison says, "Real ministry takes place when perceived needs are strategically
matched with the person who has the gift to meet that need. The matching of needs to the
gifts ofpeople is essential for meaningful ministry to take place" (21). He then isolates
the critical aspect of volunteering as a means ofbringing individuals into leadership and
ministry. Mathison places strong emphasis on the term "volunteer" because only when
people are free to volunteer for the ministry to which they believe God is leading them
are they fully free to use the personal and spiritual gifts God has given them to ftilfill the
ministry needs. He explains how this process unfolds:
The term volunteer is extremely important. In this the church does not select the
ministry in which a person ought to be involved, but the individual person
prayerfiilly considers where God is leading him or her to minister. The church
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presents the ministry menu, and then offers the person opportunity to volunteer.
Each one prayerfully considers where these gifts and abilities should be
employed, and then makes a commitment in that specific area ofministry. (21)
As our nominafions committee and staff used our Volunteer Ministry Quesfionnaire in
Canyon, we challenged people not to volunteer until they had prayed and sensed God's
prompting and calling to a particular ministry. This combination of interests and God's
guidance allowed us to match ministries with people who are gifted spiritually for that
ministry. The process especially appealed to our Idealist (ages thirty-eight to fifty-five)
and Reactive generation people (ages seventeen to thirty-seven) who were being equipped
for ministry through their other activities in our church and in the Walk to Emmaus.
They volunteered with enthusiasm to join with the Adaptives and Civics in our church
leadership.
The response to volunteering has been one of freedom and a more personal sense
of calling to a specific ministry. For instance Barbara Tucek coordinates a team of twelve
people who prepare the elements for communion. She first volunteered to be a team
member under the leadership of a previous coordinator. After experiencing a special joy
in participating, she agreed to be the overall coordinator. She has a contagious
willingness to participate and to help others become involved. Now the whole team of
twelve displays the same eagemess to accomplish this ministry. Barbara says, "This is
one thing I know I can do for the Lord, and it is such a pleasure to be doing something
that I love for him."
An Empowering Vision. The overall vision of our church through this decade has
been a foundation for much ofwhat has happened. This vision, which centers on the
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emphasis in Ephesians 4, "equipping God's people for the work ofministry" was outlined
in the theological reflection and will be more fully presented in the chronology section.
This vision clearly matched the postmodem and apostolic hopes and expectations of
many Reactives and Idealists. Lindgren and Sawchuck's book, Let Mv People Go:
Empowering Laitv for Ministry, gave me sharper perception into why our equipping
vision was effective.
Their book opens with this statement: "Empowerment of laity and clergy to
become active co-workers as God's people is the key for a vital church tomorrow." They
quote a lay person, a Pennsylvania judge, who states why this is both the right thing and
the right time: "For too long we have been looking to the clergy to do everj^hing that
needs to be done. I feel now there is something for us to do" (qtd. in Lindgren and
Sawchuck 13).
This book illuminated a link between the "postmodem" and "apostolic" emphases
of "leaming how I can be in ministry" and an emerging trend in churches. They said,
"There is a significant trend emerging focusing on the laity as a commanding new force
in the church." In addition, their summary statement forms a key connection between our
vision and the results it produced when each generation was involved in leadership:
The clergy should not only encourage greater lay involvement in church
leadership, but should also equip themselves to enable laity to lead. In fact the
New Testament states that various gifts are given different persons 'for the
enabling of the saints for the work ofministry.' (Ephesians 4:12) (Lindgren and
Sawchuck 21)
I observed the following insights about our vision. It is biblical. It matches a
growing desire ofmany to be personally involved in ministry. In addition, Lindgren and
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Sawchuck point out that this equipping process is a pattern for ministry being chosen in
churches across many denominations today.
Equipping Methods: Stephen Ministries, Emmaus, and Life-Application Studies.
Three means or methods to equip God's people for ministry became primary for us as a
congregation. These three were Stephen Ministry, the Walk to Emmaus program, and
Life Application Bible studies.
First, it is important to outline the Stephen Ministry process. Selected individuals
from the congregation attend a ten-day training to become certified Stephen Leaders.
These Stephen Leaders return with skills to recruit, interview, select, and train members
of the congregation to enter into "distinctive Christian care-giving" through fifty hours of
intensive instruction. The training insures that the Stephen Ministers leam specific
listening skills and also insures that each of them understands they are Christian
care-givers, not counselors. Once Stephen Ministers complete their training they are
commissioned in a worship service to highlight them before the congregation as these
individuals are being set apart for a distinctive ministry of one-to-one Christian
care-giving.
This commissioning and a systematic publicity process invites individuals in the
congregation who are experiencing griefor significant stress to confidentially seek the
care of these Stephen Ministers through a coordinator. A coordinator of care-giving
confidentially interviews the potential care-receiver. When the potential care-receiver
grants permission for the coordinator to proceed, the coordinator matches this person with
a Stephen Minister of the same gender.
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As the care-giver (Stephen Minister) and care-receiver begin weekly meetings, the
process is carefUlly and confidentially monitored through regular Stephen Minister
supervision meetings with other Stephen Ministers and leaders. Supervision insures that
the care is not counseling: rather, it provides distinctive Christian care-giving following
the guidelines of this ministry process. Formal reports are written in the supervision
meetings to monitor the progress of this care-giving. These include a listing of the time
and date of each session between the Stephen Minister and care-receiver (Kenneth
Haugk Stephen Series Leader's Manual and Supervision Manual).
Stephen Ministry has been a means to draw younger generation members into
ministry in our congregation. However, it initially drew the Adaptives (age fifty-six to
seventy-three) and the Civics (seventy-four to ninety-seven) into this specific equipping
ministry process.
Equipping Through Emmaus. The Walk to Emmaus also drew many members
into greater involvement in ministries in the church. Initially the Idealists (thirty-eight to
fifty-five) were the most inspired and enabled by Emmaus. Reactives (seventeen to
thirty-seven) became involved in this Emmaus renewal. Fewer total Adaptives (fifty-six
to seventy-three) and Civics (seventy-four to ninety-seven) have attended a Walk to
Emmaus, but those who have were inspired to participate more actively in the leadership
and ministries of our church.
One reason participants in Emmaus more eagerly invest themselves in leadership
and ministries is that the seventy-two-hour experience repeatedly challenges each person
to return to their churches to become more fully involved in its ministries. Our
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congregation particularly benefited from this Emmaus-prompted participation as these
renewed and inspired members began reaching others for Christ. A crucial parallel exists
between the equipping that Emmaus provides and the evangelism seven-step strategy
used by Willow Creek Church in Illinois, which is outlined in Lynn and Bill Hybels'
book Rediscovering Church.
The "Seven-Step" Emmaus Process. In Rediscovering Church Bill Hybels
outlines a seven-step strategy which helped me recognize that Emmaus was enabling
many among us to participate in an ongoing and repeatable process of evangelism and
discipleship. This strategy has enabled Willow Creek Church members to participate in a
repeatable process ofmaking a friend, bringing that friend, and helping that friend
participate in ministries of the church. In the Willow Creek process the member begins
by leading that friend to a personal commitment to Jesus Christ. Then the member helps
this person join a small group where the new Christian discovers his or her own spiritual
gifts and place ofministry. The process both ends and begins all over again when this
growing Christian makes a new friend.
In many ways Emmaus provided our congregation that same kind of systematic
and repeatable process ofmaking and maturing disciples of Jesus Christ. This ongoing
and often-repeated process is a key element in bringing people into the leadership of
ministries of our congregation. The ongoing Emmaus experience also unfolds in a
seven-step process.
First, a person who has attended a Walk invites another person to participate and
volunteers to sponsor that person on their Walk. This includes completing and
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submitting forms for attending, providing transportation to and from the site, and inviting
the person to share the feelings and experiences of the Walk with them after the
seventy-two-hour experience has concluded.
Second, the sponsor encourages the "pilgrim" who has just completed the
Emmaus experience to become more actively involved in their church, including
participation in small accountability group activities where the person continues to grow
in Christ. In these small groups they leam more about how to sponsor others.
Third, (although the order varies somewhat from this point forward) these two and
others who are participating in small group activities may be invited and selected by the
larger Emmaus Community to participate in a Walk Leadership Team. This
responsibility may include support and coordination for activities or it may mean guiding
tables of seven or eight participants in activities and discussions of the fifteen talks given
during the Walk (Bryant 10-12).
Fourth, individuals with some experience on a Leadership Team are invited to
provide one of the fifteen talks, which are outlined and monitored presentations
explaining the Christian life from a Wesleyan theological perspective. These talks
include "Prevenient Grace," "Justifying Grace," and "Sanctifying Grace." The outlines for
the talks are provided in the Lav Director's Manual and Spiritual Director's Manual
which are published by the Board ofDiscipleship of the United Methodist Church. Team
members preview each talk in team preparation meetings to insure the content is sound
and the presentation is clear. Personal experiences from the presenter's life add vivid
application for the principles in each talk. Formal evaluation and approval of these talks
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in team preparation meetings enable talks to be consistent and to explain the key elements
of the Christian life with clarity and vitality (What is Emmaus 13). The team preparation
meetings are normally held in a church building. Emphasis is placed on growing
involvement in local church activities and ministries even as the person is leaming about
their Emmaus team responsibilities.
Fifth, individuals who continue to participate in this growing process are further
invited by the larger community to be a Lay Director for a Walk. The Lay Director
coordinates all team recmitment, team preparation, talk evaluation, and walk scheduling
and preparation. Though the walks have a Spiritual Director (who is always clergy), the
primary leader for the seventy-two hour experince is the Lay Director.
Sixth, selected individuals who have participated in these various leadership
experiences are invited to become a part of the community board which supervises and
monitors the selection of lay and clergy directors for the various walks presented by the
community. The officers who serve two-year terms carry out specific responsibilities of
this board.
Seventh, (and at every step) each and every person is specifically involved in
continuing to sponsor individuals on the next walk, insuring that each one has the
profound opportunity to experience "an encounter with Christ" (Bryant 16). The process
begins and ends with the cmcial responsibility of leading one other person into that
transforming encounter. It is important to recognize that Emmaus materials formally
state that the "aim of Emmaus" is "to inspire, challenge, and equip local church members
for Christian action - in their homes, churches, workplaces, and communities" (Bryant 9).
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At every step the Emmaus process not only encourages but also challenges and motivates
participants to return to their churches and become more actively involved. In our church
we have experienced the benefits and blessings of both the emphasis on leading others
into a transforming encounter with Christ and the Emmaus emphasis on active
involvement in the ministries of our church.
Life Application Bible Studies. Life Application Bible Studies also played a vital
role in bringing together the generations of our congregation. "Life Application" is a title
Bill Couch has given to a variety of specific studies. These Life Application Bible
studies in our congregation included "Crown Ministries," biblical financial principles;
"Homes ofHonor," biblical principles for marriage and family; "Experiencing God,"
biblical principles for where God is working in the world; "Weigh Down Workshop,"
biblical principles for obeying God especially in our eating habits; and "Disciple Bible
Studies," applying biblical principles to daily life. (Couch 4}.
Reflection: A Barrier Removed - Another Emerses. These Lay Ministry processes
were the means that drew many individuals into the leadership of our congregation. In
the process greater health was created through the balance among the generational groups
who not only understood the vision process of equipping God's people for ministry but
also began participating in the process. In retrospect, I believe these ministries that
brought the four generations together into leadership overcame a growth-restricting
barrier of lack of balance in the congregational leadership. The balance that resulted from
Reactives joining Civics, Silents, and Idealists in leadership enabled our congregation to
consider greater possibilities and more far-reaching decisions.
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However, as this aspect of congregational health was unfolding another dynamic
was also occurring in this four-generation setting. The modem and postmodem
dynamics became more prominent. These dynamics produced discomfort and stronger
emotions, including some anger. As this occurred I realized that even as one
growth-restricting barrier was being removed through the four generations now sharing
leadership, another potential growth restricting barrier was also emerging through
intergnerational tensions. This potential barrier of tensions between generations led me
to a greater understanding of the need for unity in our growing diversity. The insights
presented in the next section of our review present principles and methods to enable that
unity.
Part II: Managing Change in the Light ofGenerational Diversity
Reflection: Manasins Principles Emerse in Decisions. The congregation
considered three prominent decisions as we experienced a wider generational diversity in
our elected leadership. The initial decision was to launch into building new facilities. This
produced unrest and even anger in a small percentage of people in our congregation. The
decisions about expanding program-ministry staff and expanding our worship
opportunities produced these feelings in a significantly larger percentage of people. As
these feelings emerged, principles from our literature study gave wisdom and insights to
meet the challenges. One of those principles came not from a church leadership book but
from a marriage book and seminar. It is the principle of honor versus anger.
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Honor Versus Anger. Gary Smalley, in his "Homes ofHonor" video series,
highlights this simple yet profound principle ofhonor versus anger. This principle
isolates the feelings produced in a relationship. When a person does not feel valued that
person also feels anger. When the same person is valued or honored the anger diminishes
and finally is removed (Love is a Decision 7).
The principle applied to our generational setting. When individuals in one
generational group did not feel valued or appreciated by members of another generational
group, the anger arose not only toward the individual but also often toward the
generational group as well, although I did not have the vocabulary to articulate this
phenomenon in the earlier decision-making process. As generation information became
part of our decision-making process and we discovered the steps of individual and
organizational decision-making, an additional benefit emerged. The majority ofpeople
evidenced feeling honored and appreciated for the contributions they had made and are
making to the overall health and vitality of the congregation.
In the chronology, a portion ofour discussion of the change process is devoted to
how and why these decisions produced feelings of anger and even grief Noel Tichey and
Mary Devanna, in The Transformational Leader, led me to an understanding of the need
to "manage the grief in groups of people when significant change occurs (Tichy,
Devanna 144). In addition Mike Regele's book Death of the Church reviews the
generational study of Strauss and Howe and concludes that the church will change. His
strongly worded statement uses the word "death" to describe this change, "The church
has a choice to die as a result of its resistance to change or to die in order to live" (19). If
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Regele is correct, the change that will take place in the church in the near future will call
upon church leaders to manage significant grief in the congregation.
Our decisions required leaders of this congregation to begin discovering and
implementing these grief-managing processes during the case study time. The
chronology describes some of the grief-managing events that were part of this process.
However, at this point this literature review moves forward to the principles of individual
and organizational decision-making that enabled me and leaders in our congregation to
manage the changes we faced.
Individual Change: Six Exposures. John Maxwell, in his foundational book.
Developing the Leader Within You, isolates specific steps we as individuals experience
in the change process. When we face a new idea, our normal initial response is to reject
that idea and then slowly warm up to its merits as we take time to examine and reexamine
the concept. Maxwell calls these opportunities to reexamine the new idea "exposures."
He recognizes that it normally takes six exposures to fiilly accept a new idea. Maxwell
provides a list of these exposures with accompanying narrative to demonstrate the steps
used in the process:
1st Exposure: "I reject the thought because it conflicts with my
preconceived ideas."
2nd Exposure: "Well, I understand it, but I can't accept it."
3rd Exposure: "I agree with the idea but have reservations as to its
use."
4th Exposure: "You know, that idea pretty well expresses the way I
feel about the subject."
5th Exposure: "I used that idea today. It's terrific."
6th Exposure: "I gave that idea to someone else yesterday. In the
truest sense of the word, the idea now belongs to me." (Developing the
Leader Within 66)
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In the process of preparing for the decisions our congregation made about
expanding ministry staff and about the contemporary worship service, I recalled how
individuals encountered new ideas. As I compared Maxwell's exposures with our
experience, I realized that the resistance I encountered was not always disapproval of the
idea. Often the person simply did not have opportunity to receive a second or third
exposure to the idea or sufficient time to gain a sense of comfort with the idea at the time.
For instance, individuals initially opposed the idea of an associate pastor and then later
fully supported the decision for our church to have an associate appointed after they
received additional exposure to the idea. My awareness of exposures enabled me to be
more sensitive to the feelings of others as they encountered newer ideas and to honor
their initial response as honest and appropriate.
Organizational Change: Eight Steps. Maxwell also identifies eight steps that must
occur for that organization to experience change in a healthy and systematic manner.
Organizations move from ignorance to willingness and innovation. These are Maxwell's
steps:
Step 1 : Ignorance. No unified direction or sense ofpriorities is felt
among the followers. They are "in the dark."
Step 2: Information. General information is given to the people. Initially
the ideas for change are not embraced.
Step 3: Infijsion. The penetration of new ideas into the status quo may
cause confrontations with apathy, prejudice, and tradition. The general tendency
is to focus on problems.
Step 4: Individual Change. The "early adopters" begin to see the benefits
of the proposed change and embrace them. Personal convictions replace
complacency.
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Step 5: Organizational Change. Two sides of the issue are being
discussed. Less defensiveness and more openness concerning proposed changes
can be observed. The momentum shifts from anti-change to pro-change.
Step 6: Awkward Application. Some failures and some successes are
experienced as the change is implemented. The leaming process is rapid.
Step 7: Integration. Awkwardness begins to decrease and the acceptance
level increases. A growing sense of accomplishments and a secondary wave of
results and successes occur.
Step 8: Innovation. Significant results create confidence and a
willingness to take risks. The result is a willingness to change more rapidly and
boldly. (65)
Conceming the associate pastor decision, I attempted to proceed too quickly.
Many in the congregation did not have sufficient time to move comfortably from one
organizational step to the next. By contrast, those who had sufficient time and previous
individual exposures supported the proposal. Additional details about how I skipped
steps are presented in the chronology.
Skipping Steps. One of John Maxwell's 21 Irrefiitable Laws of Leadership
illuminates the result ofmoving too quickly in a decision process. In his chapter on "The
Law of Solid Ground," Maxwell recalls a hectic fall season while he pastored Skyline
Church in San Diego. He made three decisions that fall that were correct and eventually
helped that church become healthier. However, Maxwell says, "I very quickly made
[these] three major decisions and implemented them without providing the right kind of
leadership." The decisions included a Christmas production, a staffmember, and
canceling an evening service. Maxwell isolates the critical issue in this experience:
"Because everything in the church was going so well, I thought I could act on the
decisions without taking everyone through the deliberate steps needed to process them"
(Laws of Leadership 56). He soon sensed unrest among the people. He makes this
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important and humble statement: "Then I realized that the problem wasn't them. It was
me. I had handled things badly. " Then he isolates the principle which was broken
through skipping steps in leadership. Maxwell confesses, "I realized that I had broken the
Law of Solid Ground. For the first time in my life, my people didn't completely trust
me" (57).
The remedy came quickly because of a principle Maxwell cites from his book.
Developing the Leader Within You. This principle is one of credibility which Maxwell
says is like "change in the leader's pocket." Each leader holds a certain amount of change
in his or her pocket when starting a new leadership position. Good decisions add to the
change and the credibility and poor decisions reduce the change. Maxwell had made
many good decisions at Skyline Church. The three decisions that reduced trust also
reduced the change in his pocket. Fortunately he still had ample change in his pocket
from the excellent history. He publicly apologized to the people of the congregation and
asked for their forgiveness, quickly regaining their trust. He concludes by saying, "I
learned firsthand that when it comes to leadership, you just can't take shortcuts, no matter
how long you've been leading your people" (Laws of Leadership 57).
Reflection: Skipping Steps in the Canvon. In Canyon the steps I skipped also spent
some of the change in my pocket as pastor. However, during the opening months of
1996, admitting that mistakes had been made and being willing to return to the process of
organizational change rebuilt the trust in our church as well.
Process and Timing. In addition to these patterns of individual and organizational
change. Maxwell's book, Developing the Leader WithinYou, provided a crucial insight
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about the timing of the process as the individual exposures unfold and organizational
steps are taken. His insight was vital in our third decision, which was whether to add a
third worship service to our Sunday morning schedule. Maxwell provides an analysis of
the rate in which segments of a group accept a new idea. He identifies five segments:
innovators, early adopters, middle adopters, late adopters, and laggards (although in our
congregation we might alter this last term to "final adopters"). Maxwell provides this
unfolding sequence:
1) Innovators are usually not acknowledged as leaders or policy makers and
make up 2 percent of the group
2) Early adopters know a good idea when they see it ~ usually 10 percent of a
group ~ they will try to convince others to accept it
3) Middle adopters make up 60 percent of the group ~ they are reasonable in
their analysis but are inclined to the status quo
4) Late adopters often speak against a proposed change ~ they make up 20
percent of a group
5) Laggards � the 10 percent are always against change. (Maxwell,
Developing 64)
Having identified these reactions to change, we still needed a means to "honor"
the perspectives of these various groups and to move our diversity toward unity. We
found just such a process through one of our lay leaders who led us to a book by Edward
DeBono. DeBono teaches that groups are enabled to manage their responses to proposed
change by organizing them under the heading of "hats." A "white hat" represents
definitions of the issue, a "yellow hat" represents feelings about the issue, a "red hat"
represents fears, and a "green hat" represents possible benefits from this idea and
proposed change (46). DeBono' s procedure enables individuals to express their feelings
of fears and strong resistance in a safe environment. As members of the group express
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these feelings, others are encouraged not to respond or provide rebuttal. Feelings are
listed on a board or newsprint for all to see. The list of responses is preserved in the form
ofminutes so others may read and examine them in later forums and in quiet discussions.
DeBono 's process made me more aware of the specific nature of the divergent
opinions and feelings present in the congregation. It was also evident that the divergent
opinions represented all four of the generations in our congregation. Members of all four
generations provided the hats responses. Now upon reflection, it is more evident that the
responses were balanced as a result of individuals from all four generations expressing
their feelings and opinions. Even in this stressful decision, there was evidence that
generational balance was providing greater health in our congregation. The steps our
congregation took together in this fourteen-month decision process appear in the
chronology.
Summary of the Literature Review
The literature review highlighted the four generational nature of our church
congregation. That prompted a question: Did the process of bringing all four generations
into leadership address a growth restricting barrier present at the beginning of the decade?
The literature enabled me to see that a barrier existed and that it was removed as the
Reactive generation was brought into leadership.
In the process, questions emerged about how and why the four generations were
dravm together into this multi-generation leadership in our congregation. The ministries
that began as part of our unfolding vision of equipping God's people contributed to the
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process of bringing these diverse groups together. However, the modem-postmodem and
Christendom-apostolic paradigm comparisons demonstrated that a second potential
growth barrier was emerging. The wide diversity among the member generations brought
about tensions and even feelings of anger.
That led to the leadership lessons and principles. These lessons enabled me to ask
and to begin answering questions about how a congregation manages change. Part of the
answers led to the discovery and application ofmeans and methods for leading a
congregation toward greater health through sound step-by-step decision-making. Each
major aspect of the review provided an element of triangulation to our qualitative inquiry.
The chronology that follows led to additional insights of triangulation that increased my
understanding in our congregation.
Chronology
Introduction; The Case Study Rationale
Robert Yin's Case Study Method book provides an important rationale for
including a chronology in this case study. The chronological sequence is a major
strength of the case study process because it traces events over time and helps identify the
cause and effect relationships in the study (116).
The chronology is one of the multiple sources that enables further triangulation in
this study. Archival records and documents are also included in the chronology and add
to the multiple source process. One primary document is the Lyle Schaller consultation
report following his visit to the Canyon church in 1981. Archival records include data
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from official reports from our congregation and our larger geographical conference. Each
source "increases confidence in the findings" of our research (Glesne and Peshkin 24).
The chronology begins with a brief history of the most recent decades in our
congregation.
Chronology Part I: Recent History
Recent Decades of Our Church History. Our 1 10-year-old congregation in
Canyon reached an all-time peak membership in 1970 of 1,121. In the following ten
years, membership declined to near 900 and rose again to oyer 1000. Worship
attendance in the 1970's began at 400 and varied, but by the end of the decade it declined
to 342, the lowest in over twenty years fNorthwest Texas Annual Conference Journal
1970-1980).
In the early 1980's, the congregation employed Lyle Schaller to evaluate the
congregation and its ministries. Schaller reported that many areas of this congregation
were strong and vital. He also highlighted "amber caution lights" ahead in this decade.
The two most prominently highlighted were "complacency" and "shifting from an
emphasis on outreach to a member orientation.
" On the first he said, "Satisfaction over
'how things are going today'" could turn into "complacency that could deteriorate into
goalless apathy.
" On the second he said, "The most significant variable in determining
the fiiture health of the congregation will be the degree to which outreach matches the
concern for the care ofmembers" ("Report on Parish Consultation" 4).
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Schaller proposed the congregation choose a single ministry priority for the
1980's. He suggested choosing between families with children and families with youth
because, he said, staff and resources could not support both emphases at that time.
Church leaders chose families with children as their premier priority.
Nevertheless, as the decade continued, one of Schaller' s "amber caution lights"
turned bright red. Even though many children benefited from the growing ministries
developed for them during the decade, the attendance and membership declined to 309
and 835 respectively by 1988. Many who observed this decline time in the 1980's and
who are active in the church today describe the outreach as limited and the atmosphere of
the church a bit cool and not welcoming to visitors. Now in the 1990's, those same
people describe the church as very warm and friendly to visitors.
Vision for the 1990's. When I became pastor in 1990, 1 initiated a process of
vision casting. In meetings of groups fi-om the staff-parish relations committee, to the
church staff, to the administrative board and council on ministries I formally and
informally presented a vision of "equipping God's people. " Lindgren and Sawchuck's
book. LetMv People Go, has helped me understand why this vision appealed to the
leadership and members of the congregation. The vision provided a means for many to
actively participate in church ministries in which they had desired, even longed to
participate.
Contents of the Vision and How It Expanded. This vision is drawn from three
cornerstone insights in Scripture. The three are John 13:35 ("All . . . will know you are
my disciples if you love one another"), Ephesians 4:1 1 ("equipping God's people for the
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work ofministry so the body ofChrist will be built up"), and Hebrews 13:7 ("Imitate the
faith" of those who have gone before in Christ). The first is the foundation for all our
ministry in this decade. The second is the enabling center, and the third is an
accountability focus in which we ask: Are we imitating the faith of those going before
(not their actions or methods)? The equipping vision has been the central focus for how
we make disciples through this decade.
The first five years, 1990-1995, the equipping focus was more a two-fold process
ofmoving people from not being disciples to becoming disciples. Since 1995, the focus
has been on a three-part process ofmoving individuals from not being disciples forward
to being disciples, then on to becoming a disciple-makers.
This equipping vision enabled initial growth in attendance and also provided an
important permission granting to allow people to see themselves fully in ministry
alongside pastor and staff. The equipping process became a powerful reality during my
kidney failure in 1993. By that time the first class of Stephen Ministers had been
commissioned by the congregation.
In addition to the quality ministry the fourteen Stephen Ministers provided across
our congregation, unexpected blessings came to our congregation through this ministry
process. These thoroughly equipped Stephen ministers literally provided pastoral ministry
during the opening months ofmy health crisis when kidney failure and accompanying
dialysis prevented me from providing this ministry. This example of trained
congregation members providing quality care for other members expanded the
perceptions of the larger majority of our congregation about laity doing ministry. This
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example also set the stage for others to answer God's call and become involved in
authentic ministries themselves. It inspired others to believe God could call them to
effective ministry. They represented the unfolding vision of the congregation.
In retrospect, this initial Stephen Ministry class launched further ministry for
several in the group. Two of these Stephen Ministers are now in clergy appointments in
our conference. Two more attended the national Stephen Leader training and have not
only led additional Stephen Ministry classes but also extended this training to an
Hispanic congregation in Hereford, Texas, thirty miles from Canyon. Two more in this
class so effectively extended the evangelism of our congregation that they were awarded
the Harry Denman award for evangelism by our Northwest Texas Annual Conference.
Others in the class progressed in the Emmaus seven steps outlined in the review, so that
they were selected as the lay directors ofWalk to Emmaus weekends.
Emmaus Expands the Equipping Process. In this first five years from 1991
through 1995, even while the Stephen Ministry program was providing a powerful model
of equipping in our congregation, a significant number of people were attending the Walk
to Emmaus seventy-two-hour renewal experience. By 1995, the number who attended
had grown to over seventy and in 1998 the number was over 155. As these renewed and
inspired individuals returned from the Emmaus encounter with Christ, they began seeking
additional methods of exercising their faith in Christ in practical ways. That led to the
discovery of the Life Application Bible Studies. These studies were launched with
Homes ofHonor small group leaming principles on family and relationships. Other
studies that followed were the Crown Ministries course on biblical principles for finances
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and the Weigh Down Workshop, a course on biblical principles for obeying God in our
eating habits. The first Homes ofHonor group helped launch two other Homes ofHonor
classes. These two have inspired four other groups to begin.
One key insight in this Life Application process is in observing the person who
initiated each of the studies. In each case the primary person responsible was not a staff
person. The church program staffmembers had understood and invested themselves in
the vision of equipping God's people for ministry following my arrival in mid- 1990.
These staff members encouraged others in the congregation to participate in a growing
array ofministries, including involvement in worship services. These lay leaders helped
lead the greeting time and intercession for individuals in the congregation rather than a
single pastoral prayer. The result was a sense of permission granting for individuals to
participate in ministries they sensed were needed in our congregation.
For instance, when the Stephen Ministry training began in 1992, the primary
initiator was not our program ministry staff but a member of the congregation, Sharon
O'Quinn. Sharon is one of the two members of that initial class who are now in clergy
appointments in our conference.
Each of the Life Application Bible studies was also launched through the
initiation of a member of the congregation. Sandy and Patricia Skelton gathered the six
couples, coordinated with the program staff to secure the Gary Smalley Homes ofHonor
materials, and launched this enabling study. As other Homes ofHonor groups began,
they were initiated by a member of the congregation. That person gathered others and
coordinated with the program staff to launch the group. As the other Life Application
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Bible studies began, the initiators were members of the congregation. Many of those
initiators had participated in the Walk to Emmaus and were inspired and challenged by
that experience to invest themselves in further ministry. Others who were inspired by
Stephen Ministry and the permission giving of our vision knew of specific needs in the
congregation and committed themselves to finding a method or ministry to meet that
need.
Crown Ministry, the focus on biblical stewardship, was launched as our financial
secretary, Lisa Dietz and Mark Pittman, a certified public accountant and Stephen
Minister, both saw the need to provide financial training in a Christian setting to members
of our congregation. Mark and Lisa attended Crown Ministry training and began the first
Crown Ministry class. Following that class, one participant who is also a banker, told the
congregation in a personal testimony that he learned more about financial principles in
this course than he had in his college courses. His testimony provided further impetus for
other Crown ministry classes to begin.
Summary of Insights. The point of this chronology on Stephen Ministry, Emmaus,
and Life Application studies is this: A combination ofministries and equipping processes
all provided the means for a growing number of people to become personally involved in
ministries that met needs across our congregation and beyond. Those who launched and
participated in these ministries exhibited a contagious enthusiasm and vitality. As a
result, others from their circle of friends and acquaintances were also drawn into these
ministries. The enthusiasm of these groups contributed to the growth of these groups and
ultimately the growth of the congregation. Those investing themselves in ministry began
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to see that the Lord was enabling them to become effective in meeting needs of others
and therefore enabling the congregation to reach a growing number ofpeople. This
investing and enabling provided evidence that the congregation was becoming more
effective in carrying out the work and ministry of Christ.
I believe that our version ofMathison's "every member in ministry," which we
call a "Volunteer Ministry Questionnaire," supplied an important means that supported
this enabling process. A growing number of people, especially those who were in the two
younger generations (Idealists, ages thirty-eight to fifty-five and Reactives (ages
seventeen to thirty-seven) responded to an invitation to consider further investing
themselves in congregational decision-making. These leadership groups included the
administrative board, the council on ministries, and the committees of finance, staff
parish relations, trustees, and nominations.
The unity that has occurred in the generational diversity enabled our congregation
to more fully reflect the nature ofGod, showing the unity and diversity of the Trinity. As
individuals invested themselves, they experienced incamational ministry and saw the
Lord honor this ministry by enabling us to reach a growing number of people for Christ,
especially in the two younger generations.
Discovering a Generation Added to Our Leadership. The generation literature
gave me eyes to see our congregation in new ways. I began observing the generational
makeup of every committee or group in the leadership of our congregation, specifically
the comparison between 1990 and 1995.
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In the list of elected officials and leaders of the congregation in 1990
(administrative board, council and committees of finance, trustee, nominations, and staff
parish committee) three generations were present. When I further analyzed the official
reports to determine the generational balance of the chairpersons of these groups, we
discovered over 80 percent of these chairpersons were Civics and Adaptives. The
following chart provides the number of individuals in each generation elected to positions
of leadership and decision-making in 1 990. In the left columns, the number of leaders
and the percentage of the total is provided. In the right columns, which represent the
chairpersons of the board, council on ministries, and committees, the predominance of the
Civic and Adaptive groups is evident.
1990
All Elected Total in Percent Chairs Total in Percent
to Positions Group of total Elected Chairs of total
Civics 16 17% Civics 4 36%
Adaptives 37 41% Adaptives 5 46%
Idealists 39 42% Idealists 2 18%
Reactives 0 0% Reactives 0 0%
This was a major revelation in my data-gathering process. After a full decade in
which the outreach priority of the congregation was families with younger children not a
single person in the Reactive generation (under the age of twenty-eight as 1990 began)
was present or participating in the elected leadership of the congregation. By contrast,
the Idealists were a vital part of these groups as members. However, it was also an
important revelation to discover that only two of those in chair positions were Idealists.
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By 1995, a significant shift had occurred. In that year 50 percent of elected
leaders were Idealists, and 40 percent were Adaptives. The Reactives were now present
in the leadership and decision-making groups. However, none of the Reactives were
chairpersons. In 1995, Civics and Adaptives held half the chair positions, while Idealists
held the balance.
1995
All Elected Total in Percent Chairs Total in Percent
to Positions Group of total Elected Chairs of total
Civics 6 6% Civics 1 10%
Adaptives 26 26% Adaptives 4 40%
Idealists 52 50% Idealists 5 50%
Reactives 19 8% Reactives 0 0%
Only after the fact did I discover the literature on generations and church health.
The combination of the experience of seeing the generations drawn together coupled with
the insights from the literature enabled me to recognize the process taking place before
our eyes in this congregation. Growth was occurring and we saw the congregation
changing. However, through the combined process of reviewing literature and
congregational records I began to see both the healthy signs of balance among the
generations and also the potential challenges ofputting them together. These diverse
groups were now sitting together needing to reach consensus decisions about the larger
direction ofministries. As a result, our congregation faced both great potential and great
challenges.
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Chronology Part II; Managing the Change
With the potential and the challenges before us as a congregation, we entered a
yital decision time from mid- 1995 though 1997. Although I did not haye the
four-generational data or the Maxwell analysis of steps in indiyidual or organizational
change, I did haye general information about generations. In addition, our congregation
had a history of careful decisions from across several decades. However, as our
congregation approached the three significant decisions we did so with a significantly
more diverse leadership body in the congregation. The balance of the chronology
highlights the dynamics of decisions and how leadership lessons were learned and applied
in this four-generation church setting.
How and Whv ofHonor versus Anger in Our Decisions. Our congregation,
through the leadership of the administrative board and building committee, decided to
add new facilities in 1995. This decision produced feelings of anger and even grief in the
Civic generation (ages seventy-four through ninety-seven), and to some extent, the
Adaptives (fifty-six through seventy-three). Some individuals openly reflected these
feelings and spoke about how architecturally sound the old sanctuary still was, although
the fire marshal had condemned the electrical wiring in 1971 and no repairs had been
made. Leaks in the roof since 1975 had rotted one staircase so it would not sustain even a
small amount ofweight. Often the statements would lead to memories ofweddings,
baptisms, ftinerals of family members and loved ones, and how the removal of the
sanctuary would be so sad because of the memories lost.
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Those who favored razing the building spoke of crowded conditions in our present
facilities. We did not have sufficient rooms for the Sunday school classes meeting at that
time, although there were more than ten empty rooms in the older education facilities
with rotting floors, peeling paint, and cracks in the walls through which light shone in
from the outside. When the fire chief explained that the old building was threatening the
newer facilities, the perspective of those opposing fiirther construction quickly changed.
He explained how the new facilities would simply provide a flue for any fire in the older
structures to spread and destroy the newer facilities in a matter ofmoments. Many of the
staunch supporters of keeping the old building and renovating it ceased all opposition
against the Phase III facilities. After a series of information meetings to discuss each of
the elements of this proposal it passed by an almost unanimous vote.
Now in reflection I realize that the elected leaders of the congregation, including
the groups mentioned above and also the Phase III Building Committee, provided both
individual exposure and organizational steps of change. However, one additional insight
from the literature provided important information about the step called "awkward
application."
While many voted to support the decision and the capital campaign, they still felt
the loss of a building that had hosted so many personal memories. Tichy and Devanna' s
research in their book. The Transformational Leader, guided me to an understanding of
my responsibility as pastor to "manage the grief in our congregation (Tichy, Devanna
144). I explained this griefmanaging responsibility to the eleven members of our
ministry and program staff and together we began providing specific steps to enable this
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process. Events, even in the ground breaking and ongoing articles in newsletters and
flyers for the capital campaign, allowed and encouraged individuals to acknowledge and
express their grief over the loss of the grand old structure that the 1926 sanctuary
certainly was.
By contrast joy also overflowed and appeared in the face of each person who had
planned the previous phases since 1973 and had longed for the coming of this day.
Others, much newer to our congregation, experienced joy that "now my class will finally
have sufficient space to meet in Sunday school and we will have space to bring friends."
The literature enabled our staff to apply crucial insights about leaders being
responsible to manage the grief. At the same time we shared the contrasting joy. We
learned to recognize and honor the feelings of both groups.
An article from the building project newsletter "The Presence Light," is an
example of this grief-managing process. The front-page focus of that issue was a photo
of the partially demolished older building. The article title was, "Demolition Draws to a
Close" and the article included these statements:
After many months. Pride Construction has just about finished the demolition
project. . . . We can say with confidence that "the demolition is almost over."
Here is the latest picture taken this week as the crew prepares to take out the
middle wall and "peak" (Robinson, May "Light" 1).
The impact of this church newsletter article was intensified by another photo that
appeared in the local newspaper. The photo featured the front wall of the old sanctuary
with only a shell of a building behind the wall. Steel rafters were twisting as the entire
front peak had been dislodged and was falling toward the ground. The right side of the
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triangular portion of the wall was falling faster and the peak was tipped at an awkward
angle as it fell. Below the title "Tumblin' Down," the caption read, "Traffic in the 1800
block of Fourth Avenue was blocked Tuesday afternoon for the demolition of the old
sanctuary of the First United Methodist Church. Supports were pulled out so the
structure toppled down" (Rogers 1).
Managing the grief included a prayer at the ground breaking by a distinguished
church and community member who could articulate the sacrifices made in the past that
have brought us to this place. He also recognized the efforts that brought us to this place
as the congregation stood surrounding a hole where the sanctuary and basement had been.
We broke ground for the new facilities in the dirt that had supported the beloved old
structure. Many of us shed tears as we remembered the dedicated generations of brothers
and sisters in Christ who had sacrificed to enable us to proceed that day. The "Presence
Light" newsletter carried a picture and an article of this event.
These articles recognized and encouraged the grieving process. Other articles that
appeared in the revised newsletter in the next three years encouraged the healing process
to begin. For instance the name of this building progress newsletter was intentionally
changed from "Building Together in Faith" to "The Presence Light." This title recalled a
candle on the altar table in the newer sanctuary that had significant meaning for the
congregation. In 1975 when the congregation was departing from the older 1926
sanctuary to move to the newer one, this event caused considerable grief. Wise choices
were made to add a presence light to the altar that day and then carry that light as the first
element of a procession of the congregation from the old sanctuary to the new one. This
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light was placed on the new altar table and a candle had continuously burned in this
symbolic light, day and night, ever since.
So the newsletter was intentionally named "The Presence Light" to acknowledge
the wise choices the congregation made in the griefof that transition and to encourage
them to recall the strength those wise choices brought to the congregation in that change.
The title was also designed to invite members to believe that the strength gained from
past wise choices would again sustain them in these newer challenges of change and
growth.
An initial article, entitled "The Presence Light, explained this renaming process
and set the stage for this ongoing trust and healing to take place:
"Surely the presence of the Lord is in this place; I can feel His mighty power and
His grace. I can feel the brush of angel wings, I see glory on His face. Surely the
presence of the Lord is in this place."
We occasionally sing this chorus during our worship services, and each
one of us feel like the Lord is with us wherever we go. To remind us ofGod's
presence with us when we worship, a candle was lighted during the first service
ever held in our current sanctuary (1975). The meaning of the "Presence Light" is
actually two-fold. First, that the Lord is always with us. Second, the light
represented the continuation of our church as we moved from one sanctuary to
another.
For the next three years, each family in our congregation will receive a
copy of this newsletter and a pink giving envelope. The purpose of "The Light" is
to keep you informed on the construction of our new building, both physically and
fnancially. Along with that, the newsletter will be bringing you many stories of
the people involved in the past and present. (Robinson, June "Light" 4).
Articles in the thirty-six newsletters that followed intentionally presented pictures
and stories of the progress of the building that was replacing the older structure. The
"Presence Light" newsletter allowed us encourage the congregation in the healing process
that managing grief can bring. The newsletter focused repeatedly on the double-meaning
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theme of our entire building project "Building Together in Faith." "Together" we were
"building a building in faith" and in the process we were trusting the Lord to "build our
faith together" in all we did.
Later in the process, I discovered a crucial insight about leadership and managing
grief It is just as essential to manage grief in the steps that lead to positive change as it is
to manage grief in the negative change produced by loss (as in the loss of the old
building. ) Managing grief in both areas is essential for the long-term health of the
congregation to continue. This leadership principle, that we had used in the process of
our changes and challenging decisions, was brought to light in our more recent church
consultation with Herb Miller. He highlighted this grief aspect ofpositive change by
saying to our congregation, "Your church is in the midst multiple changes. Some of these
changes cause you to feel uncomfortable, even to have a sense of grief. For instance,
your attendance has grown dramatically. This positive change can bring as much
discomfort as negative change. Please know that as time passes, your sense of discomfort
and griefwill be replaced with a sense ofjoy at the blessings you are receiving as a result
ofmore effectively fulfilling the great commission." Miller's insight is a more recent
statement that provided me greater understanding of the processes we used in the next
decisions we faced. The comment enabled me to discover the importance ofmanaging
grief in positive change that leads to growth and vitality in the congregation.
Decisions About Associate Pastor and Worship. The next two decisions unfolded
with greater intensity because of the number of people who saw the issues differently.
The earlier building decision was ultimately an advantage for virtually all four
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generations and both modem and postmodem perspective people. On the one hand, the
building provided modem-view Civics and Adaptives an enhanced place for member care
and possibilities for our congregation to be a greater mission base for foreign missions.
On the other hand, the facilities provided the postmodem-view Idealists and
Reactives greater opportunities and space to bring friends with whom they were sharing
the good news of Jesus' grace and love. They saw the space as enabling us to expand our
means of reaching others for Christ with activities as diverse as aerobics, basketball, and
bridge clubs.
However, these latter two decisions - expanding our program-ministry staff and
launching a contemporary worship service in fellowship hall - were seen by generational
groups with widely divergent perspectives. The overall effect was a potential growth
barrier in the leadership and a decision-making challenge. For instance, expanding
program staff to hire an associate pastor in addition to our full-time director of youth
ministries was seen as an advantage to Idealists and Reactive Generation people. Many
of them had children and youth involved or potentially involved in ministries that could
expand as a result of this ministry staff addition. The Civics and Adaptives initially were
much more reluctant, in part because the initial proposals to proceed were in the middle
of a budget year, not at the normal time of budget proposals and increases. However,
after the decision was made and our associate, Kevin Deckard, expanded the member care
aspects of pastoral ministry, the advantages were visible and were affirmed by Civics and
Adaptives alike. In addition, our already growing youth ministry expanded further as
Kevin worked with the new youth minister, Curtis House. The results of our growing
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youth ministries were visible and strongly affirmed by the Civic and Adaptive generation
groups.
One side of the proposal was to bring a full-time associate pastor into our program
ministry staff and also hire another full-time person to direct youth ministries. A second
side of the proposal was to promote our full-time director of youth ministries, Kevin
Deckard, to the associate pastor position, leaving his position open to be filled by the new
person we would then bring into the ministry staff. Kevin was already attending
seminary through the summer course of study at Duke, so he could be appointed as
associate. However, since the proposal contained two aspects, additional effort was
required to provide adequate exposure and to allow the corporate steps to unfold.
Unfortunately we moved too quickly in our initial presentations to the
congregation. In a meeting in December 1995, a motion to table the proposal was
approved by a 60 percent plurality. Those voting to delay wanted additional information
about the associate pastor position and additional information about the health of the
operational budget in the opening months of the new year.
I realized that I had skipped steps which Maxwell illuminated in his Laws of
Leadership book. Trust was reduced and needed to be regained. In order to restore trust
I quickly apologized. Then I worked with board and committee leaders to retrace our
organizational steps. We began the individual exposure process through informal
meetings to listen to questions. In addition, the finance committee affirmed that the
financial health of the congregation was strong enough to allow us to consider this issue
again. In informal information meetings of the administrative board I provided
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additional details about the responsibilities of the associate pastor and other related
issues. The necessary steps were all taken. In April of 1996, the same group that had
voted to delay the decision by a sixty to forty margin approved the associate pastor
proposal by unanimous vote.
Fourteen Months ofManaging Change. The contemporary worship decision was
what Lyle Schaller wrote it would be in his article in Net Results. He said it is "the most
divisive issue in the church" today. (Net Results 8). Each of John Maxwell's steps from
Developing the Leader Within You was essential in our unfolding process.
Initial Steps Toward Three Services. The idea for a third service was bom in a
Northwest Texas Conference worship workshop attended by sixteen members of our
worship work area in Febmary, 1996. As they participated, these members sensed the
possibility that our blended 10:45 sanctuary service could lead us to a distinctive praise
and worship service. They also sensed this contemporary service would both enable
members to be equipped further to be the ministers God was calling us to be and also
encourage (postmodem Idealist and Reactive) seekers to become disciples of Jesus
Christ.
The First (and Second) Step. The first step in organizational change came in
April in a presentation the sixteen workshop participants made to the larger worship work
area. They had prepared this report in a follow-up meeting in March in which all
workshop participants agreed that it was appropriate to consider a contemporary worship
service for our church. This consensus report was presented to the twenty-five member
worship work area. The larger group took no action in regard to this report. The report
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did enable the first step of organizational change. It also began the second step of general
information to the congregation because this group of twenty-five included
representatives of a wide variety of perspectives and groups in the congregation.
Maxwell's description of "ideas not being embraced" did apply as members of the
worship work area heard this idea for the first time. As individuals encountered this
exposure to a new idea they quietly displayed feelings that communicated, "This conflicts
with my ideas about worship."
Step Three. In the fall of 1996, the next two steps were taken. The worship work
area again considered the report in September and agreed to hear a more detailed proposal
in November. In addition, the Staff Parish Committee and the Council on Ministries
received a report on this proposal and discussed their perspectives and possible
implications. These three presentations enabled the step-three infusion as the new idea to
penetrate into a larger segment of our congregation.
In the September meeting of the worship work area, we also presented a Lyle
Shaller article on why contemporary worship is so controversial. In this article, "Ten
Questions for Your Committee," Shaller affirms the value of contemporary worship when
issues have been addressed. He also discusses alternatives about scheduling that gave us
important cornerstones on which to stand as we encountered scheduling choices later.
Schaller' s key insight on scheduling advises churches to consider leaving one hour on
Sunday unchanged - for example, the Sunday school hour - when proposing to change
other scheduling on Sunday morning.
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As we followed his advice in later months we discovered that we were avoiding
problems encountered by another church in our community. They began a contemporary
service at 9:30 and also created a second Sunday school hour at 1 1 :00 for those attending
worship at their normal 9:30 Sunday school hour. The double impact of change met such
resistance that they have now returned to their previous two services at 8:30 and 1 1 :00
and also returned to a single Sunday school hour at 9:30, making the 8:30 their
contemporary service. Since we followed Schaller' s advice about leaving one hour
unchanged, we did not enter into discussions about scheduling worship at that 9:30
Sunday school hour. We believe Shaller' s advice provided us enabling guidance (Net
Results 9).
Step Four "Early Adopters." The step four process of "individuals beginning to
see the benefits of this proposed change" began because congregation members had
sufficient information to create questions and considerable interest about what was
happening here? Also, "early adopters" were "beginning to embrace the proposed
change" (Maxwell, Developing 65).
With the first four steps of organizational change in progress in our congregation,
the percentage of people in favor of the contemporary service was growing. Also, the
number of people with significant reservations about the service was growing as they
learned more about the possible scheduling of the proposed contemporary worship
opposite either the 8:30 or 10:45 Sunday morning traditional services. Maxwell's
understanding of the rate with which segments of a group accept a new idea now became
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visible for me. I saw imiovators, early adopters, middle adopters, late adopters, and
laggards, although in our congregation we might alter this last term to "final adopters."
More Step Four. Through the fall and early winter of 1996, the process of "step
four-individual change" unfolded slowly as more and more people across our
congregation received an individual exposure to this idea for the first, second, and third
time. All three responses were expressed in the process: 1) "I reject it;" 2) "Well, I
understand it, but can't accept it;" and 3) "I agree with the idea but have reservations as to
its use." (Maxwell, Developing 66). All three were expressed in meetings in November
and December.
In November, those who attended the initial Lubbock workshop presented their
follow-up report to the worship work area. This report included details about the content
and flow of the proposed service. They offered a proposed schedule of 8:30 A.M. on
Sunday, presented the number of individuals needed to launch and sustain this service,
and suggested a location in the yet-to-be-completed fellowship hall. The larger group
voted to send this recommendation to the administrative board with only one dissenting
vote. Step four was taking place and step five of organizational change was beginning.
Step Five Begins and Extends. The administrative board meeting in December,
1996, continued this step five of organizational change. Since this board has over
seventy-five members, some of them were hearing details about this proposed
contemporary service for the first or second time. A normal and natural response came
from them. All three of the individual exposure statements were expressed: 1) "I reject
this new idea;" 2) "Well, I understand it, but can't accept it;" and 3) "I agree with the idea
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but have reservations as to its use." However, the majority of those attending were
already aware of the proposed contemporary service and most of the details. As Maxwell
suggests, "Two sides of the issue were discussed," and "less defensiveness and more
openness conceming the proposed changes could be observed" (65).
The proposal to the administrative board included a request to authorize a study
committee chaired by our associate pastor, Kevin Deckard. This committee was to visit
other churches that provide a more contemporary style service and return with a report of
their findings. The proposal - including the content and flow of the service, the
suggested time of 8:30 A.M. on Sunday, the number of individuals needed, and the
proposed location in the yet-to-be-completed fellowship hall - was approved by a
unanimous vote.
It is important to observe that at this point the time for the proposed schedule for
the service was still 8:30 A.M. When this proposed schedule changed in the process of
visits and reports, this alteration provided additional dynamics to the decision-making
process.
Step Five Moves Back to Steps Two, Three, and Four. The study committee
found that the proposed time was not consistent with other church schedules for this more
contemporary service. They unanimously agreed to retum with a proposal to launch the
contemporary service in the form it was outlined but at 10:45, the same time as our later
sanctuary service. The committee also prepared a ten-page, detailed report of their
rationale and recommendations. This report offered the element that enabled steps six
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through eight in later months, a statement that the service was intended to bring 100 new
people into our already growing church congregation.
Since this represented virtually a new idea exposure with the change of the
scheduling to 10:45 A.M., discussions among the staff, study committee, worship work
area leaders, and board leaders led to an awareness that the worship work area should
have opportunity to receive and review the study committee report before bringing it back
to the board. Announcements were made in worship and in newsletter articles that this
ten-page report was available for all to read and study. Printed copies of the full report
were also made available to the congregation.
Step Two Revisited - Vital Help Through "The Hats." The worship work area
meeting in February, 1997, was helpful and enabling. In this meeting we returned to step
two in the sense that we encountered new information, but we also experienced some step
three infusion and even some confrontation. At this point the DeBono "hats" provided us
a vital process on how to take the next step in our decision-making process.
Our worship work area chairperson, Pat Holcomb, had participated in a public
school teacher in-service meeting and learned the DeBono "hats" process. She presented
the hat process to the twenty-five members of the worship work area. Responses were
recorded on the marker board so each person could see their insights before the group.
These were the hats responses we listed.
White hat facts included: 1) who will be preaching, 2) what is the content
of the service, 3) time of day, 4) what percentage of the congregation will attend,
5) will there be a choir, 6) is it designed to attract new people, and 7) how can
one person attend both services.
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Red hat emotions included: 1) will it divide the church, 2) ifwe don't do it
will it have a divisive effect, 3) dislike having this service concurrent with
another, 4) will it hurt the chancel choir, 5) are we conforming to the world or is
the world conforming to us, 6) why can't we be willing to change, 7) our church
has been innovative in worship; we've done it all at one time or anther, 8) do we
have categories of "we" and "they," 9) might we be getting away from Methodist
traditions and heritage, 10) will it split the youth, 1 1) could we attract people from
other denominations at another time, say 1:30 on Sunday, and 12) why were older
people not on the research team.
Black hat "what could go wrong" statements included: 1) children won't
leam traditional hymns, 2) will there be a split in church and in families, 3)
financial matters: will there be a decrease - or increase, 4) will some - many older
- feel cut off from what is going on in the church now.
Last, since we were already two and a half hours into the meeting and little
energy remained to list more feelings, there were only three (but important) white
hat positive thoughts. These included: 1) approximately 1,000 calls will be made
between now and September to get 100 unchurched people invited, 2) divide and
grow, and 3) this would open the opportunity for a "high" service at the 10:45
hour.
All of these responses were recorded in the minutes of the meeting. Copies of these
minutes were distributed in the later step five fomm meetings.
The hats responses became an example of the incamational reality ofChrist that
gave individuals in each perspective a means to hear and understand the perspective of
others. That ultimately led to decision-making becoming oriented toward service and
love rather than purely self-serving. This incamational process will be reflected more in
the focus groups comments in Chapter 4.
Step Five - Organizational Change. The worship work area also voted to send the
proposal to the administrative board with the report reflecting the "hats" responses. The
board received this report and fiiUy considered the potential merits and liabilities of the
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contemporary service. They voted to host two forum meetings and then to hold a formal
meeting to finalize the contemporary worship decision.
In the forum meetings, the minutes of the "hats" worship work area meeting along
with the ten-page proposal were distributed to all attending. Since the forum meetings
were scheduled at two-week intervals prior to the formal board meetings, questions raised
in the initial meeting were addressed in a reflection page provided in the second forum.
The reflection page repeated questions and provided responses. One of these
issues was, "We are moving too quickly." This was addressed by explaining that we had
offered evening praise and worship services in the sanctuary almost every month for two
years. Attendance at these evening services averaged between eighty and one hundred.
Attendance demonstrated a pattern of interest and a need for continuing and even
expanding this worship opportunity. "This is a come-and-go thing and will not last," was
addressed by offering information about praise and worship services that began in
churches in our area in the late 1970's. Attendance in these churches has exploded in
these intervening years, as high as 2,000 to 3,000. "Nobody else is doing this," was
answered by listing United Methodist churches in our conference including Midland,
Amarillo, Abilene, and Floydada that offer these services.
Additional statistical information given to our congregation by Bishop Earl Hunt,
in his visit to our church in March, 1997, was also provided. Bishop Hunt had told our
church members:
You will have difficulty understanding this because you are such a dramatic
exception to this pattern - but our denomination has lost enough members every
year for over twenty years to populate an entire annual conference. If that pattern
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continues unabated by the year 2050, the United Methodist Church will be a
memory.
We verified this pattern in our Northwest Texas conference statistics and discovered the
loss had been 22,826; from 95,572 to 72,746 in twenty years. If that pattern continued to
2055 our annual conference would "be a memory" by that date (Northwest Texas Journal
1977 through 1997).
This reflection page concluded with a statement and a question. First, it stated,
"We are not like everybody else." Second, it asked, "Do we have a responsibility to help
other United Methodist congregations hope that it doesn't have to be like Bishop Hunt
said?"
The forum meetings allowed anyone who wished to publicly present their
opinions and feelings. These two meetings were ninety minutes in length. At the end of
the second forum, we sensed that everything that was going to be said had already been
said. As a result of these sessions designed to air all feelings, our congregation was better
prepared for our decision time in April, 1997. I purposely opened this April meeting to
every member of the congregation so that each person could vote on the proposed third
service.
Two weeks after the second forum and six weeks after the public announcement
of the time-change proposal, 1 3 1 members of our congregation gathered for the decision
meeting. This meeting was a "church conference," a title applied to a district
superintendent approved decision meeting of a congregation hosted by the superintendent
or his representative, normally an ordained elder-pastor designated to represent the
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superintendent (Harriet Olson United Methodist Discipline 145). Jim Smith, an
Amarillo pastor, hosted our meeting.
All present were handed a paper ballot and reminded that the vote would be by
written ballot. The ten-page proposal with the 10:45 time was presented. One
amendment was offered to separate the vote on time from the ballot on the service itself.
That amendment failed. Written ballots were completed and counted. The contemporary
service proposal was approved by a margin of 1 10 to 21 . The entire meeting lasted
fifteen minutes.
Four weeks later the service was launched with over 200 in attendance. Our
average worship attendance immediately increased by 100 over the previous year's
average for comparative weeks. The worship average continued at that increased level
throughout the twenty months since the launch of the contemporary service.
Personal Note From My Journal. Throughout the fourteen months of decision
making, I had a most unusual sense of inner peace. At times during the meetings I felt as
if a storm was raging outside me, but on the inside the quietness ofGod's peace I felt was
like a stream of quiet water that continued at all times. I noted that prayer throughout the
congregation was evident. One ongoing prayer stream I observed personally was a group
from the worship work area who met each Wednesday during the church-wide meal to
pray and fast for the unity of our congregation and for God to guide the decisions we
were making. In the focus group research, I discovered the importance of prayer in all
the decisions our congregation has made.
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Additional Lessons on the Steps. In this decision-making process, I learned
additional lessons about Maxwell's steps in organizational change. The meeting in April,
1 997, to launch the contemporary service was only step five in an eight-step process.
The vote to proceed was not the conclusion of the process, but rather one step in a
much larger process that involved ongoing feelings of sadness and even grief about the
changes that were still taking place after the decision meeting had passed. I learned that
the steps of application, integration, and innovation are essential for a group, especially a
church congregation, to continue to be healthy and strong. In this more volatile decision
of adding a contemporary worship service, I observed that the three latter steps of
organizational change were taking place. Steps six, seven, and eight in the following
section provide additional evidence that our congregation is healthy even in this
challenging time.
Steps Six, Seven, and Eight in Organizational Change. Awkward application
included hosting a dinner for 500 in the fellowship hall immediately following the
contemporary worship service. Hours of carefiil planning by a kitchen committee headed
by Janet Ingham, a member of the building committee and also our Phase III Transition
Committee, enabled us to host this combined congregation meal with creativity. Dozens
of volunteers in the contemporary service transformed the room in less than fifteen
minutes on this occasion and on several others since that time.
Awkward application included the more routine matters of adjusting to setting up
and taking down a stage, chairs, and banners for the contemporary service each week.
The sixteen members of the worship work area who proposed this service carried out
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these responsibilities for the opening three months of these services. Gradually the
awkward set-up has become smoother as budget and financial decisions expanded our
maintenance staff to meet needs throughout our larger building. Now the custodians set
up and take down the stage and 270 chairs each week. Awkward application also
included the transition in our 10:45 traditional worship service as we moved from a more
blended style with music from both the hymnal and contemporary Christian music to
exclusively using music from the hymnal.
Integration began in the fall of 1 997 as the worship work area leaders prepared
two banners designed to reflect our unity even though we are a more diverse body. At the
10:45 service in early October, administrative board chairperson Bill Rogers wore the
multi-colored Joseph's coat banner in the traditional service and led those in the
sanctuary down the hall in a procession to the fellowship hall. As this congregation sang
"We are one in the Spirit, we are one in the Lord," organ music accompanied their
departure fi^om the sanctuary. The procession entered the fellowship hall as a praise band
of guitars and electronic keyboards and singers led that congregation in "We are one in
the Spirit, we are one in the Lord." The two groups mingled into one standing room only
crowd and received communion together to conclude the service. A large banner with the
word "Unity" emboldened on the multi-colored front was placed near the stage in
fellowship hall to encourage all of us to recognize our unity in diversity. These efforts to
honor the diverse feelings and manage the grief of these changes have further enabled the
integration to unfold.
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Integration also was enhanced by the early successes and the wave of continued
successes including the budget giving at the end of 1997 that exceeded any December in
recent history ($95,000 in that month). This increased giving enabled us to pay our
apportionments and accepted askings in full to the conference and to the general church.
This payment in full provided significant encouragement to many in our congregation.
When our congregation received a certificate for paying 100 percent of the
apportionments and accepted askings for the third consecutive year at the end of 1997,
concerns about an important "black hat" issue: "financial matters: will there be a decrease
- or increase" were answered by another success. Integration was occurring.
Innovation also has occurred. Not only has budget giving continued healthy and
strong, the giving to the Phase III capital fund building campaign has also been consistent
and generous. A total of $1 .2 million has been given to Phase III since the capital fund
process began in June, 1995. This total, which was added to the amount given since 1990
toward this project, enabled us to pay 75 percent of the cost of our 26,000 square foot
expansion in three years. In the summer of 1998, we approved an additional capital
funding campaign to complete this payment and also decided to give a tithe of all new
capital funds to two mission projects in our area. Tentatively, these projects are camping
ministry at Ceta Campground near Canyon and the university Wesley Foundation on the
West Texas A and M campus in our city.
The Affirmations Lead to a Developing Hvpothesis. Statistics and external
recognition provide us a further basis to recognize the impact of these worship attendance
increases. Worship attendance increased significantly in the ten-year period from 1988
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through the end of 1998. The attendance grew from 309 to 568, an increase of 83
percent. Membership increased 25 percent from 835 to 1046 (TSforthwest Texas Journal
1988 and 1998).
External recognition has been both formal and informal. Formally our
congregation has been recognized twice in the decade of the 1 990's by the Harry Denman
Award for outstanding evangelism efforts in our Northwest Texas Annual Conference.
The awards were presented in 1993 following early decade growth from 340 to 400, and
in 1998 following the more rapid growth in most recent years from 417 to 560.
Informal recognition came from a pastor's comment in a conference committee
meeting hosted by our church. He said, "Canyon is the most exciting church in the
Amarillo District and may be the most exciting in our conference" (Richard Edwards,
pastor in Midland, Texas).
Informal recognition also came through our most recent church consultation with
Herb Miller, who has advised over 500 congregations across the United States, Canada,
and Australia. Miller said, "You have done what God is calling you to do in fiilfilling the
great commission. Your wise decision to launch a contemporary worship service has
allowed you to carry out cross-cultural evangelism and reach people you would not have
previously been able to reach."
Two additional affirmations have come from within our own congregation as we
have begun the preparation publicity for this financial campaign. Two church members
wrote their reflections on our health and the progress of our congregation in that
publicity. Kim Beth Buchanan, who joined our church in 1993, wrote:
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One of the secrets of our success in our growth during the last three years is the
involvement of our members in small groups. The church has offered
opportunities, materials, training, and facilities for members interested in forming
and joining small groups, and the response has been phenomenal. Small groups
usually contain between ten and twenty participants who meet regularly to study
and grow in their faith. These groups include Homes ofHonor, Crown Ministries,
a WWJD [What Would Jesus Do] group. Promise Keepers, Men's and Women's
Prayer Groups, Disciple Bible Class, and Trinity Bible Study. Some small groups
have regularly met for five years, and there are many others who have just begun
to recognize and share God's abundant blessings in their lives. (Buchanan,
Blessed to Be a Blessing Guide, September 1 998)
Scott Robinson, the first Reactive Generation member of our congregation to
chair a committee in our congregation, wrote:
About a year ago, a pastor within our conference was attending a
Conference-wide meeting in our church. During the meeting he told all who were
gathered there that our church was the most exciting church in the district and it
may be the most exciting in the entire conference! He went on to say that one of
the main reasons for all this is the fact that we were able to try new things without
sacrificing the things we already do well.
At this year's Annual Conference gathering, special recognition was given
to the 27 people from the city ofTulia [thirty miles from Canyon] who have been
called into the ministry over the past couple of decades. After introducing these
27, anyone in the audience whose life had been touched by one of these people
was asked to stand. A large majority of the people in the audience stood, which
sent a strong message that a strong, small community of believers could have a
huge impact.
After this recognition ceremony, a man from elsewhere in the conference
stated to one of our staffmembers, "Twenty years from now, they will be
recognizing Canyon First United Methodist in the same way." An unbelievable
statement? No. An extraordinary statement? Yes. A true statement? Absolutely!
Over the past few years, several people from our congregation have been
called into full-time ministry. Several others, including at least a couple of our
youth, are feeling the call now. And we are all leaming that each of us is in
ministry, whether or not we are called into full-time ministry. God is moving
within our church and prompting us to share our blessings. (Robinson. Blessed to
Be a Blessing Guide)
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Developing Hvpothesis. The literature review and chronology led to a developing
hypothesis: A growing array ofministries equipped members of this congregation so the
youngest (Reactive) generation was drawn into a balanced four-generation leadership
team that managed the change through honoring processes and step-by-step decisions that
led to the growth in the 1990's. Two key factors emerged: 1) generational realities and
how they developed in our congregation from 1990 through 1995, and 2) how the
congregation has managed the dynamics and the challenges that arose in our
four-generational leadership setting from 1995 through the present.
The next chapter describes the focus group process that expanded this developing
hypothesis. Before we move into that process I recall the appointment in the office that
began Chapter 1 .
Conclusion
Ending Where Chapter I Began
Remember Bryan who came to his appointment in my office? His story has a
special next step conclusion. During the weeks that passed in the writing of these pages,
Bryan entered into a teamwork ministry with Myron Dees, retired university professor,
avid golfer, and recently an elected lay leader in our congregation. Myron has expertise
in organizing golf tournaments as a result of coordinating the National Cancer
Foundation tournament in Florida for five years. Bryan and Myron have launched an
evangelism outreach called "Shepherds on the Green." The stated objective is
for men, or women, that are active in the church to invite men that do not
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regularly attend church, to a golf outing. This shows that even though we go to
church each week and put God and family at the center of our lives, we can also
have a good time and fellowship with other men. (Smith, "Shepherds on the
Green" guidelines)
A golf course was reserved and a date set for the first "Shepherds on the Green."
Individuals hosted others and even paid golf fees for their guests. Families of hosts and
guests gathered afterward for a potluck meal where they shared their golf experiences and
heard more about our church.
In that earlier meeting in my office, Bryan and I prayed that God would guide
both of us to specific means and methods that would enable Bryan, this
salesman-becoming-a-fisherman for Jesus to reach those the Lord was prompting him to
reach. Certainly that prayer has been answered in a most specific manner. The Lord
answered in a way that provides additional emphasis to generational balance and health.
Bryan is a Reactive generation member, Myron is an Adaptive, and several of the golfers
who have participated in "Shepherds on the Green" are Idealists. The Lord is adding to
the multiple change process, even now, and allowing us to experience even more health
and growth.
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CHAPTER 3
Design ofResearch
Studv Problem. For the sake of clarity I restate the case study problem. This is a
qualitative case study of the congregation of First United Methodist Church ofCanyon in
this decade. I sought to discover and understand the phenomenon of our growth after the
congregation had experienced two decades of decline.
The literature review and chronology led to a developing hypothesis: A growing
array ofministries and processes equipped members of this congregation so the youngest
(Reactive) generation was drawn into a balanced four-generation leadership team that
managed the change through honoring processes and step-by-step decisions which led to
the growth in the 1990's.
Instrumentation. Four focus group interview sessions were used for the
congregational research in this study. These groups were clearly in harmony with the
purposes and methods of qualitative inquiry. Qualitative inquiry seeks to understand what
is not so easily understood. Glesne and Peshkin explain how participant observation
enhances this process:
Through participant observation, you also seek to make the strange familiar and
the familiar strange. The strange becomes familiar in the process of
understanding it. To make the familiar strange is often more difficult because you
must continually question your own assumptions and perceptions, asking
yourself: Why is it this way and not different? ... In the end, your new
understandings - achieved through your learner's stance, your flexibility, and your
emphasis on making the strange familiar and the familiar strange - provide new
vantage points, new ways of thinking about some aspect of social interaction. (42)
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The following comparison of qualitative and quantitative inquiry provides a more
complete definition of qualitative research:
Qualitative Mode of Inquiry Quantitative Mode of Inquiry
Reality is socially constructed
Primacy of subject matter
Variables are complex, interwoven
and difficult to measure
Emic (insiders point of view)
Assumptions
Social facts have an objective reality
Primacy ofmethod
Variables can be identified and
relationships measured
Etic (outsiders point of view)
Contextualization
Interpretation
Understanding actor's perspectives
Purpose
Generalization
Prediction
Causal explanations
Ends with hypothesis and
grounded in theory
Emergence and portrayal
Researchers as instrument
Naturalistic
Inductive
Searches for patterns
Seeks pluralism, complexity
Descriptive write-up
Approach
Begins with hypothesis and theories
Manipulation and control
Uses formal instruments
Experimentation
Deductive
Seeks component analysis
Seeks consensus, the norm
Abstract language in write-up
Researchers Role
Personal involvement and partiality
Empathic understanding
(Glesne and Peshkin 7)
Detachment and impartiality
Objective portrayal
The process enabled congregation members to become involved participants. Members
of the groups enabled greater contextualization and interpretation of the data and
significantly increased my understanding of our congregation and its growth.
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Richard Krueger, in Focus Groups: A Practical Guide to Applied Research,
explains that focus groups are used in qualitative research "to uncover factors relating to
complex behavior or motivation." In addition, the ideas emerge from the group. The
understanding that follows has the capacity to become more than the sum of the
participant's ideas because of the synergy of their ideas and observations (45). For clarity
the following definitions and purposes of focus groups are presented.
Focus Groups: Definitions and Purposes. An American Marketing Association
publication. Focus Group Interviews: a Reader, provides the following definition:
" A
group focus interview is a process led by a moderator who guides a representative group
in expressing their opinions and feelings about a particular situation in which they are
involved."
The hypothetically significant elements, patterns, process, and total structure
of the situation have been provisionally analyzed. On the basis of this analysis
the moderator develops an interview guide, setting forth the major areas of the
inquiry and hypothesis which provide the criteria of relevance for the data to
be obtained in the interview. The interview is focused on the subjective
experiences of persons exposed to the pre-analyzed situation in an effort to
ascertain their definitions of the situation. (James Higgenbotham and
Keith Cox, Focus Group Interviews 13)
Krueger provides the following summary with a definition, a purpose statement, and a
process statement:
A focus group is a carefully planned discussion designed to obtain perceptions on
a defined area of interest in a permissive, nonthreatening environment. It is
conducted with approximately 7 to 10 people by a skilled interviewer. The
discussion is comfortable and often enjoyable for participants as they share their
ideas and perceptions. Group members influence each other by responding to
ideas and comments in the discussion. (Focus Groups 6)
Krueger also describes the characteristics of focus groups interviews:
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Focus group interviews typically have six characteristics or features. These
characteristics relate to the ingredients of a focus group: (1) people, (2) assembled
in a series of groups, (3) posses certain characteristics, and (4) provide data (5) of
a qualitative nature (6) in a focused discussion. (16)
Preparing for Focus Group Interviews. One key element of the process is the
skilled interviewer. I was fortunate that a member ofmy dissertation Congregation
Reflection Group, Winston Stahlecker, professor ofmarketing at the university in
Canyon, agreed to serve as the skilled interviewer. Dr. Stahlecker has experience in the
group focus process and is well-known and respected in our congregation, having served
as the elected lay leader. He provided significant insights in preparation for this focus
group process.
Steps of preparation for the interview process included 1 ) outlining our purpose or
objective, 2) developing the questions, 3) selecting the participant and setting a date for
each group, and 4) preparing the location. The Congregation Reflection Group (CRG)
monitored the progress as Dr. Stahlecker and I shared the process ofpreparation.
The objective was to determine the perceptions, attitudes, and feelings of
congregation members in each of the four generations about the events that had taken
place related to our growth, and the process of decisions-making that had led to the
changes enabling the growth. I also asked that we include a one-question survey of the
participants to determine their perceptions of the overall health of our congregation.
The questions were developed in a systemic process. I prepared a set of questions
based on our stated objective which were related to the insights gained from the literature
review. Dr. Stahlecker prepared a set of questions based on the objectives and his reading
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of the literature review, and also on his experience as a skilled group focus interviewer.
These were combined and presented to the CRG for review. The CRG reviewed and
approved these questions for our focus groups.
The participant selection process included both the CRG and members of the Staff
Parish Relations Committee, who also had followed the progress ofmy dissertation and
who were familiar with the discoveries of generational dynamics in our congregation.
Members of both groups nominated individuals from each of the four generations in our
congregation. I held final responsibility for gathering the four groups. Our intent as a
CRG was to include two individuals from each of the four generations to enable better
interaction and also to gain a wider perspective in our research.
The preparation of the location included setting up both an audio recorder and a
video recorder to allow detailed analysis of the responses. The conference room of the
church was used for each of the focus groups because of its comfortable furniture and
easy access. Refreshments were furnished in the room during the two-hour group focus
meetings, and participants took opportunity to move to the refi-eshment table during the
session. As I reviewed the video tapes, I was gratified to see how often laughter emerged
during each of the sessions. The setting and Dr. Stahlecker' s leadership enabled one
dynamic that Krueger suggests can occur in focus groups: "The discussion is comfortable
and often enjoyable for participants as they share their ideas and perceptions" (6).
Focus Group Guide. The following guide was prepared for our focus group
interviews. Participants were guided through the process verbally. Copies of the guide
were not distributed.
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Introduction � What is a focus group? What is the purpose of this focus group?
Questions for Participants
1 . What do you feel are the most significant events in our church in the last eight
years? Why do you feel this way? Try to bring out church growth (340-560),
third worship service, new facility, and addition of the associate pastor.
2. With regard to these significant events, what would you see as the most
difficult problems that resulted relating to these events (EXPLORE perceptions,
opinions and attitudes) that needed to be overcome? Include church growth, third
worship service, new facility, and addition of associate pastor.
3. With regard to the problems you have indicated, what do you see as the most
important ways these problems were dealt with that resulted in the church
continuing to achieve its objectives (especially relating to these events)?
(EXPLORE especially conflicts resulting from divergent groups as related to
perceptions, opinions, and attitudes.) Include each of the above events.
(Distribute list of the four generations to participants.)
4. Generation Questions.
a. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed to
creating problems relating to these "events" mentioned earlier?
b. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed
toward resolving those problems?
c. What, if any, of the major events discussed do you see as being most
effected by the various generations? Explain.
d. In your opinion, what do you feel was done that helped most to resolve
conflicts relating to these events especially as the result of different
generations having different perceptions, opinions, and attitudes?
5. What were your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes when each of the following
was first introduced as a goal of the church? (List hiring of a second pastor, the
fellowship hall, and the new service at 10:45.)
a. To what extent do you feel your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes
changed and the dialogue progressed?
b. Why do you feel they changed?
6. If you were to cite one factor that you believe has been the most significant
that has resulted in the church's growth during the last nine years, what
would it be?
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7. On a scale of 1-9, 9=very healthy, l=very unhealthy, how would each of you
rate the overall health of our congregation? (Give a slip of paper on which to rate
anonymously their perception of the health of the church).
8. What, if anything, would you like to add as a result of our discussion.
Dr. Stahlecker answered the introduction question then invited each person
around the table to answer the numbered questions. Normally as the participants
answered the first question. Dr. Stahlecker guided them to answer one after another
around the table. Then he encouraged then to be more spontaneous and respond at any
point, even "to jump in as others help you to think of something to add." His invitation
allowed members of the groups to participate freely and (as I mentioned, above) laughter
often emerged in each of the groups.
Participants. A total of twenty-nine people participated in the groups. At least
one person from each of the four generations was present in each session. The following
is a list of the sessions with the first name, the generation, and the gender of the
participants in the four sessions, (C-Civic, A-Adaptive, I-Idealist, R-Reactive) (f-female,
m-male):
Group I Group II Group III Group IV
Freddie C-f Ruth Ann C-f Alta C-f Bertha C-f
Kenneth C-m Jean C-f Jerry A-f Aurelia A-f
Lynn A-f George C-m Mildred A-f Maria I-f
Dale A-m Myron A-m Vernon A-m Steve I-m
Francie I-f Darlene I-f Rick I-m John I-m
Kevin I-m Mike I-m Pam I-f Gary R-m
Scott R-m Tiffany R-f Jonathan R-m Jatawn R-f
Tim R-m
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In this total there were six Civics - five female and one male, eight Adaptives -
four female and four male, nine Idealists - four female and five male, and six Reactives -
two female and four male. The diversity of every group and the inclusion of at least one
from each generation provided a consistency that produced a high correlation of data
between the four groups. This added to my confidence that the four groups did isolate the
primary issues of our church and its growth.
Focus Group Findings. The focus groups findings significantly expanded my
understanding of our church. Findings confirmed discoveries of the literature and
chronology. Focus group members recognized that bringing all four generations into
leadership and decision making was a key factor that contributed to our health and
growth. In addition, group members affirmed that my leadership style was a primary
factor in our growth. Since my emphasis throughout the doctor ofministry studies has
been in leadership, this affirmation is significant to me.
In addition, focus group members cited other important factors. They reported
that prayer contributed to this growth. Group members identified two additional key
growth factors: the richness of our diversity and the strength of our unity. The fact that
congregation members identified these three - prayer, diversity, and unity - profoundly
added to my understanding. Certainly prayer is a dominant theme in our congregation.
Having congregation members repeatedly isolate prayer as a predominant characteristic
of our congregation expanded my understanding of how we grew and why the diversity
and unity were enabled. These focus group findings confirmed that our congregation is
reflecting the nature ofGod in his diversity and unity.
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Process of Identifying Themes. Richard Krueger, in Focus Groups: a Practical
Guide, has a chapter on reporting the findings of the groups. He identifies three essential
elements in presenting this report: 1) organizing the findings around key questions or big
ideas in the focus group interviews, 2) citing a small number ofmain themes, and 3)
interpreting the findings (Focus Groups 166V Seven steps were taken to organize our
data and identify the main themes emerging from our focus groups interviews. In
addition, these steps enabled a verification process to insure themes identified were the
primary themes in our data.
Seven Steps in Organizing Data. First, both Dr. Stahlecker and I took written
notes during the four sessions so we could compare our observations with the audio and
video tapes of these sessions. Second, we individually compared our notes to the tape
recordings and then compared our notes to each other's to verify that the same themes
were being observed. Third, these notes from the four sessions were taken to the
Congregation Reflection Group (CRG) to allow CRG members to review them. Fourth,
the video tapes were distributed to CRG volunteers who compared the video with the
completed notes in order to verify their accuracy. Fifth, I consolidated the notes into a
summary report to be presented to the next CRG meeting. Sixth, at that CRG meeting,
each volunteer reported any additions to the notes. These amplified notes were compared
to my summary report to insure that all the main themes from the sessions were included
in the summary. Seventh, I returned to the amplified original notes to determine the
specific number of entries related to each of the main themes in the summary. This
comparison allowed me to isolate the main themes in a descending order of priority.
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Below are the summary report and the main theme priority order. The following is the
summary report to the CRG:
1 . What were the most significant event in our church in the last eight years?
Why?
Overarching predominance of prayer � "We became a praying church."
Richard's leadership which was enabled and empowered in prayer
Empowering of all for ministry, "We learned we are all ministers-
disciples."
Four generations intentionally brought into leadership and decisions
(Richness of our diversity combined with unity of congregation.)
2. What were the most difficult problems that arose?
How to pay for the Phase III building and associate pastor
Worship style and beginning the contemporary worship service
3. What brought resolution (How were problems dealt with)?
Richard's leadership
Spiritual atmosphere as all events and decisions were grounded in prayer
Intentionally bringing all four generations into boards-committees
Intentionally bringing all four generations into decision-making
4. Generations:
a. To what extent did the four generations contribute to creating the
problems mentioned above?
Lack of understanding about the value of contemporary worship
Different perspectives on finances and when to launch into a new
endeavor
b. To what extent did the four generations contribute to resolving the
problems?
Intentionally bringing all four generations into committee-board
leadership process enabled respect understanding among generations
Phase III "Building Together in Faith" "Equal Sacrifice Not Equal
Giving" brought groups together
Prayer about every issue
5. Perceptions and How They Changed
a. Perceptions that changed
Lack of confidence that we could raise sufficient funding for Phase III
building
Contemporary worship decision would divide church
b. Why perceptions changed
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Richard's leadership style and emphasis on prayer allowed all four
groups to participate in leadership and decision
6. Most significant events that resulted in growth
Pastor's leadership grounding all in prayer
Empowering all for ministry ~ we can all be disciples and be in ministry
Nine themes emerged. They are listed below with the number of comments or
quotations related to that theme in the amplified notes:
Prayer � 25 entries
Richard's leadership style ~ 25 entries
Involving all generations in leadership and decisions ~ 1 9 entries
Unity-cohesiveness of congregation ~ 1 5 entries
Equipping-empowering members for ministry ~ 10 entries
Beginning the contemporary service (benefit ~ 6) (problem �3) 9 entries
Youth program stronger ~ 6
Outreach to community increased ~ 6
Became a caring church ~ 5
From this longer list, I identified the first four as main themes based on the number of
comments and quotations from the amplified notes. The list of comments and
illustrations of each theme in Chapter 4 provided another important insight and
confirmation for me: these four main themes are not isolated strands, rather each is part of
a tapestry that describes and displays our life as a congregation. Each strand is
interwoven into the others and provides greater strength, diversity, and beauty to the
tapestry.
Chapter 4 provides these main themes with detailed comments from the focus
groups and examples of how these themes developed in our congregation.
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CHAPTER 4
Research Presentation and Analysis
For clarity the four main themes drawn from the focus groups are restated with number of
comments or quotations related to that theme in the amplified notes:
Prayer ~ 25 entries
Richard's leadership style ~ 25 entries
Involving all generations in leadership and decisions ~ 1 9 entries
Unity-cohesiveness of congregation ~ 1 5 entries
Research Presentation
The first portion of this chapter is organized around these four themes. Each is
presented with the focus group comments to provide a brief definition of that theme from
the perspective of congregation members. Each theme is then expanded with illustrative
experiences to show how this main theme became a dominant characteristic in the life of
our congregation in this decade. The annotation following the comments provides a
single letter abbreviation for the gereration of the person and then the initials of the
person making the comment (C � Civic, A� Adaptive, I � Idealist, R� Reactive; two
letters � Person's initials).
First Main Theme: Prayer
The following focus group comments isolated prayer as one of the four most
significant characteristics of our congregation in the 1990's:
Everything done was "grounded in prayer" always praying to seek God's will
regarding any event. (I-fp)
It began with Richard and Noreen. They prayed us into the place we are by
leading one to prayer, that one leading another, and a third - the domino effect
- we became a praying church. (I -ml)
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We have become a praying church both in our groups and committees and
individually. (C-fl)
In problem solving, "the emphasis was on prayer for guidance" (R-tg).
The confirmation, often through prayer, that, "Ifwe believe in letting
God lead us, then nothing is impossible." (A-ac)
Prayer led to our vision and then the decisions that led to our growth. (R-tg)
"Richard listened to God in prayer and carried this over to his love for people
who did the same." (R-jw)
Our Emerging Experience of Praver. Prayer emerged in the life of our
congregation in quiet emphases in the early months of June, July, and August following
my appointment as pastor in Canyon in mid- 1990. The first comment above, "Everything
done was 'grounded in prayer' always praying to seek God's will regarding any event," is
an accurate description of our unfolding experience of prayer. Each meeting was
intentionally opened and closed in prayer. Committees, boards, and even office meetings
of two or three people were begun and ended in prayer. Our weekly staffmeetings
particularly focused on a prayer time as we began and ended. In addition I asked each
staffmember to follow the pattern I had set of leading the opening prayer and presenting
a short devotional. Even though this was a relatively new experience for some staff
members, they graciously followed this prayer-devotional pattern of opening the staff
meetings. Soon the comment "everything was grounded in prayer" became a reality as
both staff and congregation members articulated their feelings about this regular prayer
pattern with the following comment or similar affirmations: "Now it feels like our
meeting have not really started until we have taken time to pray." Our diaconal minister-
program director, Francie Pittman, was asked by a colleague what she particularly noticed
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in the first year of "your new pastor's tenure" and Francie responded, "We pray about
everything, and I like it."
In addition to these more quiet processes, our worship services provided
opportunities to more publicly emphasize prayer. A sermon series on prayer was
underscored with bulletin nserts which provided prayers and prayer patterns. One was a
anonymous "Acorn Prayer" that members later pulled from Bibles and purses as they told
me this prayer had helped them in their prayer time, even enabling some to begin a
regular pattern of daily prayer. The Acorn Prayer insert included two scripture verses to
provide additional emphasis to its meaning.
Lord God, I am yours totally and completely without reservation. Use me as you
wish, send me where you will, for I am dead and my life is hidden with Christ in
God.
References:
Galatians 2:20 I have been crucified with Christ and I no longer live but Christ
lives in me. The life I live in the body, I live by faith in the Son ofGod, who
loved me and gave himself for me.
John 12:24 I tell you the truth, unless a kernel ofwheat falls to the ground and
dies, it remains only a single seed. But if it dies, it produces many seeds.
The bulletin inserts also included prayer patterns, including the familiar "ACTS" -
adoration, confession, thanksgiving, and supplication pattern - with a brief explanation or
focus for that element of the pattern.
Men's Prayer Group - A Kev to Our Unfolding Prayer Emphasis. Another key
element in this emerging experience ofprayer was a men's prayer group begun by John
Bamhart, the first male in our congregation to attend the Walk to Emmaus. He retumed
from Emmaus inspired to begin a small group to continue his own spiritual renewal and
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join with others in the process. In a matter of days of his decision, John was in a staff
parish relations committee meeting. Bea Clark, the chairperson and a second generation
member of this congregation, mentioned that prayer had not been emphasized in this
congregation and that she did not remember any training or classes on how to pray or
how to have a quiet time and mature in your prayer life. John sensed that this comment
was a prompting from the Lord to begin his small group as a prayer group for men to
leam to pray.
He contacted twelve men that he believed would share his desire to leam to pray
and invited them to h is home on a Tuesday morning in Febmary 1991 . We began
meeting for prayer and have met there every Tuesday, including holidays, for nine years.
This process of leaming to pray aloud in a group was new and challenging experience
even for these who agreed to participate. So John and I distributed slips of paper inviting
each man to write one thing for which he was thankful and one for which he had concem.
Each person was given freedom to verbalize his prayer or simply participate silently.
Most of us did verbalize a brief prayer, even in that opening session. Gradually each
person became more confident praying aloud without prompting notes, and on many
Tuesday momings every person in the groups lifted a verbal prayer to the Lord,
especially the concems we had for others. The group decided that an opening devotional
by one person in the group would help focus the prayer time, so we all agreed to accept
this responsibility on a rotating basis. The devotion leader then opened and closed the
prayer for the moming. The whole prayer meeting, including coffee and fellowship
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before and after the prayer time, lasted forty-five minutes so these men could depart for
work on time.
When I reviewed the ages of the initial group, I realized these men were all
Idealists or Silents in the beginning. However, men in the Civic generation soon began
attending at the invitation ofmen in the group. In later month the Reactives also began
attending in significant numbers. The Civic members seldom, if ever participated in the
verbal prayer, but they were among the most regular in attendance.
As the group began to grow, informal discussions in the fellowship time led to the
question of how many can attend the group and still allow the prayer time to be
participatory for all desiring to verbalize prayers. We initially agreed that twelve to
fifteen would be the maximum, and ifmore came we should divide into two prayer
circles after the opening moments of coffee and fellowship. One member of the group,
Jon Lair, who had attended an Emmaus Walk in early 1992, felt a strong motivation to
invite twenty or more to begin attending the group. However, he felt strongly that a
requirement to divide the group would diminish its effectiveness and its ministry to the
personal lives of the men. So we carefully reconsidered our twelve to fifteen guidelines
and consented to Jon's plan. Jon not only invited twenty or more to attend, he did so for
over five years, even setting his automatic phone dialer to call and remind each person of
the prayer group each Monday evening. As a result, by mid 1993, the group regularly
had an average of over thirty and peak attendance was over forty-five.
One of the Civics quietly, and almost apologetically, asked ifwe could include the
Lord's Prayer to our closing moments to allow every man in the group to lift one verbal
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prayer each week. The group gladly agreed and as a result two benefits emerged. One
was that every man did participate, at least in the Lord's prayer. Second, the devotional
leader who was responsible for the opening and closing prayer became accustomed to
inviting others to join in prayer with a simple led-in statement, "Now let us join in the
prayer Jesus taught His disciples 'Our Father . . . "' This second benefit had far reading
effects on the lives, homes, and families of these men. They would quietly tell me that
they began to understand that they could become spiritual leaders in their homes, where
they had often been hesitant or timid before. One by one these men began telling me how
he had begun a pattern of calling his family to the breakfast or supper table early for a
devotional time he planned and led. Others gathered their family for a devotional time
just before they all retired to bed for the night.
Affirmations of Praver As A Main Theme in Our Congregation. When men
regularly began taking leadership for devotional times in their homes, the wives of these
men reported the joy they experienced as their husbands participated in the spiritual life
of their family. These wives often referred to their husbands as the spiritual leader of the
home.
One focus group comment in the listing above is an appropriate summary of the
overall experience, "We have become a praying church both in our groups and
committees and individually." The overall atmosphere of prayer led to a freedom for
individual members to launch into prayer about everything. For instance, when we faced
challenging decisions about adding an associate pastor and a contemporary worship
service, members of the congregation spontaneously organized prayer vigils. Others
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organized regular times of fasting and prayer asking Lord to guide and direct all we said,
considered, and ultimately decided with his widsom.
This spontaneous freedom in prayer led to members volunteering to go to the
prayer room during the worship service to pray for each person who registered their
attendance in worship that day. In our recent church consultation with Herb Miller, he
asked whether the announcement in worship that all those who register their attendance
would be prayed for by a team in the prayer room had increased or decreased the number
of people registering. I assured him that the stack of registration slips had definitely
grown with this addition to our prayer ministry. Second, In his closing summary
comments, Herb told the congregation members, "When you begin receiving phone calls
from churches as far away as Michigan about what you are doing as a congregation in
prayer, you can know I am the culprit. I gave them the name of your church because you
are doing some wonderful and wise things in your prayer life as a congregation."
In addition to these verbal affirmations, I recognized that these prayer emphases
had also enabled us as a congregation to experience further incamational ministry. Not
only were we recognizing and understanding the needs of others we were responding to
those needs by lifting them to the Lord for his blessing.
Second Main Theme: Pastoral Leadership
The following focus group comments isolated my pastoral leadership as another
prominent characteristics of our congregation in the 1990's:
"Richard's 'Christ-centered' leadership such as an absolute devotion to the power
of prayer, and the attempt to equip the congregation as disciples of Christ."
(I-kd)
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A very pro-active attempt to develop open communication with regard to major
events. (A-dp)
"Richard set up the proper processes to create consensus without dividing the
church, especially in regard to the contemporary service and hiring of an
associate pastor." (R-tg)
"The unity in the church that has developed through Richard's leadership which
resulted in everyone working together in spite of differences." (A-dp)
Richard's leadership style of emphasis on prayer for guidance, his openness and
his process of getting everyone involved especially the various generations. (R-
tg)
"As a direct result of Richard's leadership, we experienced God and the Holy
Spirit like it never was felt before. All activities were 'God-centered' as a result
of the emphasis on prayer as a way to resolve differences and achieve results."
(A-
jw)
The church seemed to embrace change through excellent communications and
leadership. (R-jw)
"Richard's willingness to relinquish leadership and ownership of ideas. He was
never threatened. God made Richard a shepherd to help lead others." (I-ml)
How Leadership Emerged in this Decade. Two focus group comments
provide an opening summary of how this leadership emerged in our congregation.
"Richard set up the proper processes to create consensus without dividing the
church, especially in regard to the contemporary service and hiring of an associate
pastor." [The most significant thing that has happened was] "The unity in the
church that has developed through Richard's leadership which resulted in
everyone working together in spite of differences."
I believe these humbling comments about my pastoral leadership are affirmations that the
Lord provided these insights as a gracious gift, both through prayer and through the
doctor ofministry classes especially the books highlighted in the literature review. First
the Lord guided me and other leaders in the congregation to wise choices that involved
the generational groups in all major decisions we faced. The leadership classes and
books further identified the six exposures needed in individual change and eight steps
necessary for healthy organizational change. In addition the honor versus anger principles
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which were especially visible in the "hats" process ofpublicly naming and respecting the
feelings of others defined the leadership process and style that enabled unity in our
generational diversity. The honoring processes also allowed us to experience
incamational ministry as we recogninzed and honored the needs of others.
The chronology ofChapter 2 provided specific examples of honor versus anger
and the individual and organizational steps of leadership. Therefore, these examples are
not repeated in this analysis.
Third Main Theme: Involving All Four Generations
The following focus group comments identified the process of involving all four
generations as another significant characteristics of our congregation in the 1990's:
An active process ofmaking sure the various generations within the church were
represented on all boards and decision-making committees whenever possible.
(C-kw)
The spiritual atmosphere that was created by getting all generations to participate
in the decision making processes and always emphasizing communication
through prayer. (I-kd)
"Intentionally having the different generations within the church represented on
each committee helped to develop good, open communications and a seeking to
understand and respect the other's position." (C-kw)
Continuing to emphasize the importance of including all generations in
developing the vision of the church and soliciting their participation. (A-ws)
The Phase III "Building Together in Faith" testimonies helped generations to
understand each other. (R-sr)
The Phase III emphasis on "Equal Sacrifice; not Equal Giving," allowed a
crossing of all generations to contributing according to their ability and their
willingness to sacrifice. (A-jw)
I would summarize by saying the Richard's leadership, the processes of sharing
input, his emphasis on prayer at all meetings and communications, led to the
various generations having a healthy respect for each other's opinions. (A-ws)
Good leadership models were present in all generations. (I-jb)
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How Generations Were Involved. The opening focus group comment on
involving generations was offered by a three-year member of the nominations committee:
"An active process ofmaking sure the various generations within the church were
represented on all boards and decision-making committees whenever possible" (was most
a prominent event in the decade). This person had observed the meticulous process our
nominations committee had followed to provide a balance of the four generations in all
the cormnittees and boards of the church. Another focus group comment summarized one
of the important results of this balance: "Intentionally having the different generations on
each committee helped develop good, open communications and a seeking to understand
and respond to each other's opinions."
This process of open communications was especially visible in the worship work
area during the fourteen months this group considered our contemporary worship service.
Through the nomination committee process, this group had grown to over twenty-five
members in the two years prior to the 1996 discussions of the contemporary service.
Although the size of the group seemed unwieldy at the time, the sheer number of
individuals from all four generations insured that the opinions of each group were
articulated. As tensions rose in this large group because of the philosophical and
theological differences within the generational groups, this large group was introduced to
the honoring principle of "hats." These hats opinions and feelings were preserved in the
form ofminutes and distributed and redistributed in all subsequent meetings of the
congregation when this subject was addressed. As a result ofhaving all four generation's
feelings repeatedly presented, there was a sense that their feelings were not only
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expressed, they were also heard. A focus group comment articulated this sense of open,
responsive communication: "This resulted in a process that was always open and
receptive to the opinions of others and these opinions and feelings were not only listened
to but were acted upon."
How "Being Heard" Enabled Incamational Ministry. This "bring heard"
atmosphere allowed the honoring principle to grow and become part of the fabric of our
congregation. One focus group comment is an example of how this principle been
incorporated: "It broke my heart when I realized that when we said we wanted praise and
worship, others heard us saying they were not praising and worshiping in the traditional
service." This comment is a significant illustration of the benefits of all four generations
being involved, becausethe person who had offered the comment participated in the
worship work area in all phases of the discussion and consideration of the contemporary
service. She had been present when the greatest tension and critical comments were
made (sometimes directed toward her). She had also been present throughout the time the
honoring principles were beginning to grow throughout the congregation. In the focus
group reflection, her primary focus was on the sadness and pain others had experienced.
Her statement is a clear example of the incamational ministry that has enabled unity in
the midst of our enlarged diversity as a congregation. Her comment leads to the fourth
main theme of our experience: unity and cohesiveness.
Fourth Main Theme; Unity and Cohesiveness
These focus group comments identified unity and cohesiveness as another
significant characteristic of our congregation in this decade:
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The unity that has developed through Richard's leadership resulted in everyone
working together in spite of differences (was most significant). (A-dp)
"The willingness of everyone to pull together and work together" (was the most
significant aspect of our congregation in this decade). (C-kw).
The emphasis on prayer at all meetings led to the various generations having a
healthy respect for each other's opinions. This helped bring consensus where
there might have been turmoil and a splitting ofmembership. (R-tg)
Gently bringing others together, instead of pushing them, avoiding being
judgmental. (R-jl)
Each generation became more open and understanding of each other's feelings.
(R-gw)
"Each generation was not only listened to but 'heard.' Various committees and
key individuals actively respected each other (with some exceptions of course)
and sought to understand each other." (C-kw)
"Richard set the proper processes to create consensus without dividing the
church, especially in regard to the contemporary service and hiring of an
associate pastor." (R-tg)
The creativity that resulted from the way the meetings were handled and the
participation of all generations in the decision making process (helped resolve
problems). (I-mr)
(In order to provide more complete information, I have also included the notes from the
four focus group interviews in the appendix.)
How Unity and Cohesiveness Emerged. In the focus groups, members of the
Civic and Reactive generations (the oldest and youngest generations) emphasized that
they missed seeing friends with whom they had shared close ties when they were
worshiping together in the sanctuary before the contemporary service began. The
Reactives offered comments about missing "those who were like grandparents to my
children." These comments articulated a prevalent feeling that unity in our congregation
is highly valued and desired regardless of the style ofworship the individuals prefer. The
focus group comment about "consensus without dividing the church" represented a
repeated theme ofmembers of the congregation. Some stated this theme from the
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perspective that they felt the "we may have divided the congregation into two separate
churches or groups by beginning the contemporary service."
That concem over "dividing" was fortunately addressed in our recent church
consultation by Herb Miller. His reassuring comment was that we needed to leam a new
phrase to describe our church now. He said, "You have not divided the congregation,
rather you have multiplied your congregation. You have become a congregation of
congregations." He went on to assure us that our concems over the changes were feelings
of discomfort over the change rather than an indication ofdivision. He then made this
important observation that has increased our sense of unity and cohesiveness: "You have
succeeded in fulfilling the great commission through your wise choices to expand your
worship opportunities. You have significantly increased your ability to reach new people
through cross-cultural evangelism." These comments have increased our ability to
recognize our unity in diversity and helped us begin to celebrate the blessings we are
receiving by maintaining unity and cohesiveness in the midst of greater diversity..
Main Themes in the "Problems Arising" Categories. The four main theme
comments focus almost exclusively on the events in our congregation that made it
healthier and enabled it to grow. In order to provide balancing data, I also include a
summary of the "problems arising" categories from the focus groups.
All the comments and evaluations emerging from problem categories related to
the three major decisions which were addressed in the literature review chapter: the Phase
III building, adding an associate pastor, and the contemporary worship service. Five
comments in the focus groups related to the contemporary worship service. Four
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comments, respectively, related to the building decision and the associate pastor decision.
These are the types of comments made:
There was an emotional attachment to the old sanctuary. (A-jw)
There was a concem about how to get the money for the new building, and the
associate pastor. (A-lg).
The two older generations tend to be more conservative financially, while the
younger two tend to be more willing to risk financially. (A-dp)
Initial perceptions (about the contemporary service) were based on a lack of
knowledge, which led to judgments based on what is best for "my" generation.
Later perceptions were based on greater knowledge, and that led to a greater
respect for the views and concems of the other generation. (R-sr)
The last comment was typical ofmany made during the four sessions. When a
problem area was discussed, often the person would offer a balancing comment that
implied ways the problem was addressed and brought to resolution. Three more
comments reflect this same brighter side and resolution-seeking attitude.
"These three decisions could have 'blown us apart,' and yet they didn't." (A-md)
"The primary decisions were all potentially very divisive, but in the end we were
more united." (I-sd)
"I wondered if the contemporary worship decision would lead to divisiveness, but
it didn't." (I-pl)
The focus group design contributed to this resolution-seeing attitude. However, this
positive outlook is also consistent with the attitude of congregation members throughout
the decade I have been pastor. They look for the brighter side and are willing to exert
significant energy to discover it.
Research Analysis
Interpreting the Data. The initial insight for interpreting the data arose as I
identified the generations most often commenting on these themes. For instance, those
most often citing congregational unity were members of the Civic and Adaptive
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generations. Those most often citing our ft)ur-generation leadership diversity and the
respect which arose among the generations were Reactives and Idealists. Both
observations were significant for me and, I believe, for the health of our congregation.
The affirmation by the Civics and Adaptives (those over the age of fifty-five) that unity is
a predominant theme of the congregation communicated volumes about the effectiveness
of the decision-making processes. The primary decisions were potentially divisive, in the
superlative. This unity identified by the Civic and Adaptive generations ftirther
underscores why the main themes of our focus groups were prayer and pastoral leadership
style. Prayer and leadership led to this unity.
A similar understanding emerged in the main theme affirmed by the Idealist and
Reactive generations, which was the growing respect among the four generations. These
two generations under fifty-five recognized the value of our four-generation leadership
diversity and the crucial wisdom and stability they received from the Civics and
Adaptives. This is a powerful affirmation that honor versus anger principles from the
literature review have been woven throughout the tapestry of our congregation. The
respect and honor extended from the Reactives and Idealists to the Adaptives and Civics
underscores why the younger members would identify prayer and leadership as keys to
our health and growth. Especially the younger two generations perceive with clarity that
our congregation is indeed fortunate to be experiencing unity in the midst of leadership
diversity and particularly in the midst of rapid growth. The identification ofprayer and
leadership as primary characteristics in our congregation suggests that our congregation
has grown, in part, because we are fortunate to be a denominational church with four
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generations present in large numbers. The willingness to risk entering the challenging
decisions to reach others more effectively for Christ was balanced in crucial ways by the
wisdom and appropriate caution not to move too quickly before adequate resources were
available to sustain the efforts. Members of our congregation in all four generations are
now recognizing and giving thanks to God for answering the many prayers lifted to him
for both willingness to risk and for appropriate caution. This gratitude is another
evidence of the growing experience of incamational ministry of honoring the needs and
perspectives of otthers.
Statistical Data Add to Understanding of Leadership Diversitv. Leadership
diversity and the intentional inclusion of all four generations raised a question in my
dissertation Congregation Reflection Group. How is this different from most United
Methodist Churches in America? The answers are not definitive but certainly
illustrative. A Gallup poll in 1993, quoted in the Lubbock Northwest Texas Conference
worship workshop which led to our contemporary worship discussions, reported that in
60 percent ofUnited Methodist churches in America the average member age is fifty-
five. In half of those churches the average age is sixty-five or above. The average age of
members in Canyon is forty-one.
Another question was how did the inclusion of the youngest generation - the
Reactive generation - impact the overall average age of elected leaders in our
congregation? Did we maintain our balance and diversity while adding this generation?
Again the answer is not definitive, but it provides some clarity. I compared the average
age of all elected leaders in 1990 and in 1998. In 1990 the average age of all leaders -
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without any Reactive Generation members in any group - was 48.5. In 1998, after adding
this generation to our elected leadership the average age was 46.3. This is a change of 2.2
years younger. The data are not conclusive but they suggest that as we added a younger
generation to our leadership the efforts to include more Civics and Adaptives helped us
maintain our balance among the four generations. These statistical data affirm what one
Reactive member said in the focus groups, that one of the most significant aspects of our
congregation in this decade is the richness of diversity in our elected leadership.
Interpreting the Nature and ofOur Unitv. A Sunday school class analogy helps me
understand the nature of our unity. It would be one thing to hear individuals in a twelve-
member Sunday school class, who are all the same age and have the same perspectives
and interests, mention the unity they experience in the class. It would be quite another
thing to hear individuals of a twelve-member Sunday school class, consisting of four
different age groups, each with different perspectives and interests, mention the unity
they experience in the class.
The unity reported in our focus groups is much more like that in the latter class in
the analogy. From the literature review, it is evident that the four generations of our
congregation have their own perspectives and interests in worship and financial
stewardship. Members of these four generations have experienced three significant
decisions involving financial stewardship and worship preferences. In the process they
expressed different views and disagreed about a whole range of issues related to these
decisions. After experiencing all that, these same members reported that one of "the most
significant aspects of our congregation" is "our unity" and our "willingness to pull
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together and work together" (see "Unity and Cohesiveness" quotations). That we
experienced harmony and willingness to work together would have been significant.
That members cited unity and the willingness to work together as two of the most
significant aspects of our congregation in this decade borders on remarkable. It was also
significant that three of the congregation members citing this unity are in the Civic and
Adaptive generations and have a combined membership tenure of over 1 00 years in this
congregation.
Interpreting How Praver and Leadership Enabled Unitv. This reporting of unity
and diversity raises the question of "why?" The data identify one answer to this question:
the interrelationship ofprayer and leadership style. This becomes more visible by asking
a pair of questions: 1) Did the style of leadership produce the overarching predominance
of prayer? Or 2) did prayer produce the style of leadership? My answer is an emphatic
yes to both questions.
Determining which preceded or followed is neither necessary nor important. The
essential observation from the data is that both are interwoven in ways that extend into
the fabric of the four generations and into their lives and ministries so that greater unity
became part of the tapestry of our congregation. The comments firom generation
members above and below fifty-five underscore that prayer and leadership woven
together enabled the gathering of our four-generation leadership and also encouraged
unity and willingness to work together in our congregation. Their observations describe
how diversity and unity both became significant aspects of our congregation - they were
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enabled by the interweaving of both prayer and leadership style into the lives and
ministries of all four generations in our congregation.
Interpreting Praver as Dependencv on God. Two additional insights conclude this
interpretation of data and lead to the conclusion chapter. The first insight is the result of
another statement from Clark Pinnock's book, Flame of Love: "Prayer is evidence of
dependency on God" (145).
The data in this chapter about the predominance of prayer in our congregation
open an insight about our dependency on God. Prayer, viewed through the perspective of
dependence, is the primary means that we as a congregation acknowledge our
dependency on God. The overarching predominance of prayer in our church implies that,
as a body, we thoroughly and consistently acknowledge our dependence to the point we
recognize that we totally depend on him. Especially we depend on God to enable us for
ministry.
That leads to a second insight and quote from Pinnock: "Because mission is
holistic, it must be empowered - it simply cannot be carried out by human wisdom and
strength. Actions have to be initiated and empowered by the Spirif (145). The
predominance ofprayer recognized by the focus groups suggests that we understand this
essential empowering. The specific statement, "We experienced God and the Holy Spirit
like it never was felt before" (along with similar statements), suggests that we have also
received this empowering by the Holy Spirit so necessary for holistic ministry.
The term "holistic" accurately describes our church and adds insight to why it is
healthy and growing. The focus group research cited the predominance of prayer, the
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leadership style, the four-generation leadership diversity, and the strength of unity in our
congregation. These cited qualities confirm the holistic nature of this congregation and
form part of the tapestry that displays the beauty, strength, and health of our
congregation.
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
Findings from Study Data. My findings draw from the theological reflection, the
discoyeries of the literature and chronology, and the rich insights ofmembers of our
congregation through the focus groups process.
First, the church was created for two distinct purposes
~ to reflect the nature of God in the community and unity of the Trinity, and
~ to continue the work and ministry of Jesus.
Second, our church in Canyon was enabled
~ to more effectiyely reflect the nature ofGod through its four-generation
leadership diversity and its strength of unity as the generations were drawn
together in leadership and decision-making, and
~ to more effectively continue the work and ministry of Jesus through healthy
decisions that expanded facilities, expanded staff and ministries, and expanded
worship opportunities and styles.
Third, our church was enabled to do both
~ through our dependency on God in prayer, and
~ through his guiding me to an effective leadership style.
Problem of the Study. The problem of this entire study has been to examine how
and why this congregation became the exception to United Methodist decline. I sought to
discover and understand the phenomenon of our growth after the congregation
experienced two decades of decline. How and why did we grow? My answers to these
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questions include every aspect of the findings above. Each element of the findings is like
an essential thread in an intricate tapestry with each thread woven into the larger cloth so
that its presence is essential to the clarity and precision of the image it makes visible. For
instance, I discovered that our growth as a denominational church was, in part, because
our leadership included all four generations that make up our society. That leadership
diversity is linked to our unity because our diversity and our unity are both necessary to
effectively reflect the nature of God. Neither the diversity nor the unity would have been
possible without the combination of prayer and step-by-step leadership. The absence of
one thread would have significantly diminished the whole. Growth would have been
hindered without each of the necessary stands of this tapestry.
Implications of Findings to Church Literature and Church Leadership. As I
observed in Chapter 2, Mike Regele analyzes the generation data from the work of
Strauss and Howe and reaches the following conclusion: "The Church has a choice: to die
as a result of its resistance to change or to die in order to live" (19). This study provides
two important additions to Regele's appropriate description of change in the church.
First, this study included the aspect of recognizing grief Second, the study included
examples of how management of that grief enabled the congregation to remain healthy
and grow. A key aspect of these additional insights is that management of grief is just as
necessary in positive change as it is in negative change.
Certainly griefministry is necessary in the church that is dying. However, this
study demonstrated how important managing grief is in the church that is experiencing
health and growth. The building decision was evidence of health and growth, but the loss
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of the 1926 sanctuary called for griefmanagement in change that was seen as negative.
The associate pastor and contemporary worship decisions were also evidence ofgrowth
and health, and many saw these decisions as positive changes. However, the study
demonstrated that the steps ofgriefmanagement were necessary because of the feelings
of loss a congregation experiences in the midst of change that leads to health.
Herb Miller provided our congregation specific examples ofhow change that has
been positive for the health and life of our congregation has also produced feelings of
grief He said, "You are feeling discomfort over the changes that have occurred. For
instance your attendance has grown 22 percent in the last three years. That amount of
change produces discomfort and even grief"
Then Miller made this insightful observation:
Part of the emotion you are feeling is a result of not being accustomed to the
significant blessings you are receiving as a result of being faithful to God's call.
You are fulfilling the great commission, and God is blessing you in many ways.
Your wise choice to launch a contemporary worship service has enabled you to
bring many people into your congregation you were not reaching before. You feel
that somehow the congregation may have become divided. Please leam a new
phrase to describe the blessing God has brought. You have not divided your
congregation. You have multiplied your congregation and become a congregation
of congregations. Celebrate the blessings God has given you as a result of your
faithfulness to the great commission.
Appropriate recognition of the grief in a congregation can enable the leadership to
use the honoring principles and steps of change to manage the grief and enable healing to
occur in that grieving process. The focus group comment, "Each generation became
more open and understanding of each other's feelings" is an expression that healing has
occurred. It is also evidence that incamational ministry has emerged our congregation.
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The honoring principles, especially the "hats" process of identifying and respecting the
perspectives of others enabled this ministry to become part of the fabric of our
congregation.
This study offers other congregations a model for rediscover their vitality and life
provided that the church is willing to make the hard choices and employ step-by-step
decisions. This study underscores the importance combining prayer with that leadership
in order to allow this vitality to re-emerge because of the potentially divisive nature of the
decisions to be faced and the grief that is a natural consequence of these choices.
In addition, this study offers insights for church leadership literature. The
leadership literature cited in this study is, I believe, among the best available to the
denominational pastor today. This study adds to that literature by recognizing the
benefits of generational diversity which can enable the denominational church to reach a
wider range of people for Christ. The combination of prayer and leadership can help
pastors and churches recognize the rich diversity of the four generations and employ that
diversity to make more creative choices and decisions. This study also offers another key
element in leaming to employ generational diversity as a strength. That element was
made visible to me by the observation of another pastor in our conference. He said that in
Canyon we did not stop doing what we were already doing well in order to begin new
ministries to reach a wider range of people. I also leamed that the principle ofhonor
versus anger is essential in the process of recognizing and employing generational
diversity as a strength.
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This study also offers hope for the denominational pastor in the midst ofdifficult
choices in a declining church about that church becoming healthy and growing again.
The practical evidence ofministries and methods demonstrates that we have reached the
younger generations in life application studies, Stephen Ministry, and Emmaus, and yet
not diminished the participation of the older two generations because we continued the
ministries most important to them.
Limitation of this Studv. One comment from the focus groups helped me see an
important limitation: "This church had a large enough congregation, as compared to some
smaller ones, to accommodate the needs of everyone." No effort has been made to
investigate whether the diversity and decisions that were effective would be possible or
equally effective in a significantly smaller congregation. However, the honoring
principles and steps of change that became part of our leadership patterns are principles
that would be transferable to a congregation of any size.
Unexpected Findings of the Studv. As I compared the literature review, the
chronology, and the findings of the focus groups, unexpected findings emerged. The
focus groups rated my leadership much higher than I anticipated in the earlier portion of
the study. Prayer has been central to our life as a congregation throughout this decade.
However, the high ranking of prayer as critical to our growth was also an unexpected
finding. A third unexpected finding was that unity was such a central affirmation,
especially for the older generations - Civics and Adaptives. Fourth, and equally
unexpected, was the repeated emphasis of the younger two generations placed on our
generational leadership diversity and the value of the wisdom and insights they received
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from the other two generations. These findings emphasized that the honor versus anger
principle is not only valuable in the denominational church decisions for the future, it is
essential.
Final Summary and Personal Insight About This Studv and the Doctor ofMinistry
Program. The most significant contribution this study offers is an awareness of the
essential interdependence of the six findings of this study. The tapestry metaphor helps
communicate this contribution. The "take-every-step" leadership and the "everything
covered" prayer were threads so intricately interwoven into the whole that the tapestry
enabled our congregation to recognize and honor its generational diversity. Unity added
effectiveness to the pattern. The four elements of leadership, prayer, diversity, and unity
were all essential in enabling us to reflect the nature of God as Trinity and carry out the
ministry of Jesus. Each element was essential to our growth.
In this tapestry the central elements of the theological reflection converge. The
diversity ofour congregation reflects the diversity of the Trinity. The unity that emerged
from our vision and honoring principles reflects the unity ofGod. The honoring
principles enabled us to experience the incamational ministry of Jesus. The unity,
diversity, and incamational ministry all enabled us to reflect the work and ministry of
Jesus and carry out his great commission with greater vision and effectiveness. The
tapestry of our congregation and its effectiveness in reflecting the nature of God as well
as the work and ministry ofChrist provides other congregations a working model to
recapture our vitality as denominational churches and advance the cause ofChrist in
America.
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Having the privilege of pastoring in Canyon during this decade is a profound
blessing. Having the privilege, extended by this body ofChrist, to pursue this doctor of
ministry program and to understand the beauty, wonder, and effectiveness of this
congregation adds even greater blessing to my continuing as its pastor. I extend to each
person in this humble and visionary body ofChrist my profound gratitude for the
privilege of being his or her pastor and the privilege of pursuing and completing this
wonderful leaming and growing experience.
Appendix A
Comparison ofEvents and Attendance Membership and Budget- 1990-1998
Events
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997
New pastor First Stephen Life Phase ni Phase III Associate Third wo
appointed Emmaus Ministry Application Building Capital pastor meetings
participants Training Studies begin
Homes Honor
Crown Min
Weigh Down
Decisions campaign
Phase III
ground
breaking
Associate
discussions
-delay
approved
Third worship
meetings
Building
completed
extend
Decision
to launch
service
1998
Results
visible
Attendance
Pastor kidney failure
mid 1993
-Transplant
mid 1995
Membership and Budget Giving. Building Giving and Total Giving
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
members members members members members members members members members
889 917 945 976 954 947 975 1002 1046
budget budget budget budget budget budget budget budget budget
$284,831 $301,145 $348,368 $378,385 $418,839 $444,629 $480,950 $549,154 $620,920
Building Building Building Building Building Building Building Building Building
$38,116 $93,758 $95,055 $59,793 $71,812 $577,361 $348,618 $246,043 $228,060
il giving total total total total total total total total
$322,947 $394,903 $443,423 $438,178 490,651 $1,021,990 $829,568 $795,197 $849,981
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Appendix B
Completed Building
Phase I ~ Sanctuary, First Floor Education Rooms and Offices
Phase II - Education Rooms West Second Floor
Phase III -- Fellowship Hall, Basement, and
Education Rooms East First and Second Floor
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Appendix C
Focus Group Notes
By Dr. Winston Stahlecker
And
Edited by Congregation Refection Group
Focus Group I - pages 112-115
Focus Group II - pages 116-119
Focus Group III - pages 120-122
Focus Group IV - pages 123-126
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RICHARD BALES FOCUS GROUP I
Results - Dr. Winston Stahlecker, Professor ofMarketing WTAMU
Member of First United Methodist Church ofCanyon
(November 1998)
Conducted by: Dr. Winston D. Stahlecker, member ofFirst United Methodist Church Canyon
and Professor ofMarketing a WTAMU; also a practicing marketing consultant including
the conducting of focus groups for both profit and non-profit entities.
1 . What do you feel are the most significant events in our church in the last 8 years? Why do
you feel this way? Try to bring out church growth (340-560), third worship service, new
facility, and addition of the associate pastor.
COMMENTS: Some of the "events" included:
Building Together Faith campaign. sr-R
Willingness to pull together especially during Richard's illness. kw-C
The development of two church services to meet the needs ofyounger people. fl-C
Outreach into the community such as through Emmaus and prayer groups. Ig-A
Richard's "Christ Centered" leadership such as an absolute devotion to the power of
prayer, and the attempt to equip the congregation as disciples of Christ. kd-I
The unity in the church that has developed through Richard's leadership which resulted in
everyone working together in spite of differences. dp-A
Richard's illness which inspired the congregation through God's answering of prayer. d-A
Empowerment of the laity�pastoral leadership. fp-I
Hiring of the youth director in 1993. fp-I
Cohesive of the staff especially between Richard and Kevin. kw-C
Everything done was "grounded in prayer�always praying to seek God's Will regarding
any event in the Church. fp-I
2. With regard to these significant events, what would you see as the most difficult
problems that resulted relating to these events (EXPLORE perceptions, opinions and
3. attitudes) that needed to be overcome? Include church growth, third worship service, new
facility, and addition of associate pastor.
COMMENTS: Some of the problems listed included:
Mentality ofcertain people-"Think small" we want to keep the Church that way. sr-R
Money�where will we get it to do all that needs to be done. Ig-A
Size of the Church�getting too large sometimes scares people in that we will lose the
closeness that comes with smaller congregations. (Moral: "Think big but act
small.) Ig-A
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Worship style of the contemporary service�is "just singing songs" worship (some of the
older members especially). Some of the younger members "Are you really singing
praises with the traditional songs? sr-R
Perceptions based upon lack of knowledge (e.g. not aware of how even a contemporary
service can serve as praise to the Lord). Quickness to judge without actual
knowledge of data. sr-R
Lack of knowledge creates a negative perception�that which we don't understand often
leads one to make judgments based solely on emotion. sr-R
4. With regard to the problems you have indicated, what do you see as the most important
ways these problems were dealt with that resulted in the church continuing to achieve
its objectives (especially relating to these events)? (EXPLORE especially conflicts
resulting from divergent groups as related to perceptions, opinions, and attitudes.)
Include each of the above events.
COMMENTS:
Richard's leadership style was instrumental in overcoming the problems. This resuhed
in a process that was always open and receptive to the opinions ofothers and these
opinions and feelings were not only listened to but were acted upon. An example
given was a designated active process to provide those people who loved the old
part of the Church a time to mourn (such as a tour by the Fire Marshall through
the old structure to see that it was not structurally sound). kw-C
An active process ofmaking sure the various "generations" within the Church were
represented on all boards and decision-making committees whenever possible. kw-C
A very pro-active attempt to develop open communication with regard to each major
event. dp-A
The Spiritual atmosphere that was created by getting all generations to participate in the
decision making process and always emphasizing communication through prayer.
kd-I
The development of an exceptionally cohesive stafif that worked together well. kw-C
Everything that was done, all actions, were grounded in prayer. kd-I
We have become a "praying" Church both in our groups and committees and individually.
fl-C
5. Every church consists of four generations (LIST the four generations�give listing to
participants.)
A. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed to creating
problems relating to these "events" mentioned earlier?
The "Civic" group (older) tends to have a more conservative mind set that
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sometimes contributes toward holding back (Do we have enough money? Vs.
Faith and a higher propensity toward risk on the part of younger generations.)
dp-A
The younger generations have grown up during a time of "abundance" as
compared to the older generations, this contributes to forging ahead and not
always asking "How will we pay for it?" A sometimes simplistic faith which is not
always present in the older generations that grew up during a period of economic
scarcity. sr-R
B. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed toward
resolving those problems?
Each generation was not only listened to but "heard." Various committees and
key individual actively respected each other (v/ith some exceptions of course) and
sought to understand each other. Intentionally having the different generations
within the Church represented on each committee help to develop good, open
communications and a seeking to understand and respect each other's position.
kw-C
Informational meetings conducted by different members of the various generations
that developed open communications was very important (e.g. the discussion of
the contemporary service and the hiring of an associate pastor). fp-I
C. What, if any, of the major events discussed do you see as being most effected by
the various generations? Explain.
Probably the addition of the contemporary service and the hiring of an associate
pastor were the most controversial as being viewed differently by the various
generations. Ig-A
D. In your opinion, what do you feel was done that helped most to resolve conflicts
relating to these events especially as the result ofdifferent generations having
different perceptions, opinions, and attitudes?
See previous discussion about leadership by the minister and deliberately getting
representatives of all generations involved on committees and informational
gathering and communication.
6. What was your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes when each of the following were first
introduced as a goal of the church? List hiring of a second pastor, the fellowship hall,
and the new service at 10:45.
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A. To what extent do you feel your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes changed and
the dialogue progressed?
Some did not want the contemporary service because it would split the Church
into two congregations within one Church. Ig-A
Different generations would not readily see members from other generations (e.g. one
person (older) told one of the younger focus group members that he missed seeing
her and her family. She responded likewise. kw-C fl-C
Concem about whether we could raise the 1 .2 million dollars for the addition (one of the
older focus group members). fp-I
B. Why do you feel they changed?
Most individuals related back to previous notes�open communication, prayerfully
considering each item especially before and after each meeting. fp-I
Lots of efforts to have open meetings to inform all people. kw-C
A highly concentrated effort to invoke prayer both at meetings and as individuals
before a pledge or commitment is made. fp-I
The continued emphasis on the purposes ofall change being spiritual; therefore,
every action should be solidly grounded in prayer. kd-I
7. Ifyou were to cite one factor that you believe has been the most significant that has
resulted in the church's growth during the last eight years, what would it be?
The pastor (Richard Bales). His leadership, grounding all decisions in prayer, empowering
ofall members to become disciples ofGod individually (Stephen Ministers, Walk
to Emmaus, and others). fp-I
Lack of concem by staff and the two ministers over "turf." They very well complemented
each other. kd-C
The excellent "fit" between the pastor and the Church's stage in its life cycle (the Church
in need of someone to take it to the "next level" becoming a more involved
disciples in our everyday life. dp-A
The overall climate created by the emphasis on all members are disciples ofChrist not
just the minister. kd-I
The creation of a vision for the Church into the future�beyond the year 2000. kd-I
8. On a scale of 1-9, 9=very healthy, l=very unhealthy, how would each ofyou rate the
overall health ofour congregation? (Give a slip of paper on which to rate anonymously
their perception of the health of the church.
9.
COMMENTS: The eight people gave ratings of a 7 to 9 with an overall average of 8 .25.
Based upon the 9-point scale, this group would indicate a very health church.
What, if anything, would you like to add as a result ofour discussion. (No comments)
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RICHARD BALES FOCUS GROUP II
Results - Dr. Winston Stahlecker, Professor ofMarketing WTAMU and
Member of First United Methodist Church ofCanyon
(November 1998)
Introduction - What is a focus group? What is the purpose of this focus group?
1 What do you feel are the most significant events in our church in the last 8 years? Why do
you feel this way? Try to bring out church growth (340-560), third worship service, new
facility, and addition of the associate pastor.
COMMENTS:
The contemporary service ds-I
Direct response to people like the generation of people who are coming back to Church
(e.g. "Baby Boomers"). rab-C
Richard deserves a lot of the credit�blended in and made us more conscious of prayer.
md-A
Young people who work in the Church. rab-C
Richard who set up the proper process to create consensus without dividing the Church
especially with regard to the contemporary service and the hiring of an Associate
Pastor. tg-R
The establishment of the Evangelism Committee which Mildred Freeman Chaired so
well that obtained 100 new members within a year. jb-C
Follow up over three weeks of those who came to church but hadn't been back�the
"
"Keeping in Touch" program. jb-C
Becoming a truly "caring church" through Richard's leadership. gb-A
Richard's illness. gb-A
The Lay Leader process ofgetting people involved. md-A
Emmaus has helped create a more active leadership by men. md-A
Hiring ofKevin as an Associate Pastor. tg-R
Having two services simultaneously at 10:45 (contemporary and traditional). ds-I
2. With regard to these significant events, what would you see as the most difficult
problems that resulted relating to these events (EXPLORE perceptions, opinions and
attitudes) that needed to be overcome? Include church growth, third worship service, new
facility, and addition of associate pastor.
COMMENTS:
Phase III - The need for classrooms and the stages of those needs as the Church began
to work toward accomplishing Stage III flinding-some people were wondering
where the money would come fi-om. Some people were very emotionally attached
to the old sanctuary. jb-C, rb-C, md-A
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In this focus group, there was a tendency to mix problems and solutions with events (See:
Question 1 also.)
3. With regard to the problems you have indicated, what do you see as the most important
ways these problems were dealt with that resulted in the church continuing to achieve
its objectives (especially relating to these events)? (EXPLORE especially conflicts
resulting from divergent groups as related to perceptions, opinions, and attitudes.)
Include each of the above events.
COMMENTS:
Getting people involved especially the various generations on the various Church
committees and in various communication endeavors. md-A
Use of prayer when considering any Church action whether it be for funding ofPhase III
or the hiring of an associate pastor. mr-I
In all processes, communication efforts were very open, led by prayer. While some
people might have still disagreed, once they were heard they often became
supportive of the project. tg-R
Richard's leadership style of emphasis on prayer for guidance, his opermess and his
processes of getting everyone involved especially the various generations. tg-R
The emphasis, by Richard, of empowering all members of the congregation to become
Spiritual leaders everyday in life and in the Church. People were very comfortable
with Richard's leadership style and with his opermess in communicating. md-A
The Walk to Emmaus has led many people to become Spiritual leaders and change their
lives to be more understanding and tolerant of others. md-A
4. Every church consists of four generations (LIST the four generations�give listing to
participants.)
A. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed to creating
problems relating to these "events" mentioned earlier?
COMMENTS:
The older of the generations tends to become less adaptable, less flexible in their thinking.
This, at times created problems especially when considering hiring the Associate
Pastor and when considering the contemporary service. There is a tendency to
think "If it ain't broke, don't fix it." Also, "We tried that once and it didn't
work." Less opermess to new ideas.
At times, there was a lack ofunderstanding and respect across the various generations
because of different perceptions based upon very different backgrounds.
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Because ofRichard's process of having all generations being involved in the decision
making process, however, there became a greater respect and understanding among the
various generations such as when some of the younger people began to realize that some
of the older people had spend their entire lives in the Church in Canyon.
B. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed toward
resolving those problems?
The creativity that resulted from the way the meetings were handled and the
participation of all generations in the decision making processes. mr-I
The recognition in the processes, such as with tearing down the old sanctuary, that
process required a certain amount of "grieving" was very important. The
younger generations began to understand this. The process was handled
well to provide that grieving process and time. tg-R
The strong use of objective facts to support a decision such as having the local
Fire Marshall (also a member of the Church) hold a "walk through" one
Sunday after services to show the old sanctuary was not structurally sound.
This same process ofusing facts, rather than just emotion, to support a
decision was very important to all generations in creating understanding
and acceptance. jb-C
As noted above, lots of factual data were presented and communicated very well
through the communication processes. jb-C
C. What, if any, of the major events discussed do you see as being most effected by
the various generations? Explain.
See comments under A and B above.
D. In your opinion, what do you feel was done that helped most to resolve conflicts
relating to these events especially as the result ofdifferent generations having
different perceptions, opinions, and attitudes?
See comments in A and B above.
5. What was your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes when each of the following were first
introduced as a goal of the church? List hiring of a second pastor, the fellowship hall,
and the new service at 10:45.
A. To what extent do you feel your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes changed and
the dialogue progressed?
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B. Why do you feel they changed?
COMMENTS:
Probably the most significant comments here related to Richard's leadership
style, his humility, his leading throughout the various processes with such a
strong emphasis on prayer was the key to why the focus group members
would often have a "change of heart." It seemed there was a strong
emphasis on who's agenda were we pursuing? Ours or God's?
6. If you were to cite one factor that you believe has been the most significant that has
resulted in the church's growth during the last eight years, what would it be?
Most members of the focus group found this difficult to answer; however, I would
summarize by saying that Richard's leadership, the processes of sharing input, his
emphasis on prayer at all meetings and communications, led to the various generations
having a healthy respect for each others opinions. This helped bring consensus when there
might have been turmoil and a splitting of the membership.
7. On a scale of 1-9, 9=very healthy, l=very unhealthy, how would each ofyou rate the
overall health of our congregation? (Give a slip of paper on which to rate anonymously
their perception of the health of the church.
COMMENTS:
This focus group like the previous one considered the current state of the First United
Methodist Church ofCanyon to be very healthy. On a scale of 1-9, the average was 8.
8. What, ifanything, would you like to add as a result of our discussion.
COMMENTS:
There was some discussion that First United Methodist Church ofCanyon has been so
successfijl in growth in membership and programs (the two went hand in hand) that it
must be carefiil that the membership does not become complacent in the fijture and simply
"rest on its laurels."
The First United Methodist Church ofCanyon as had a great vision in its past, especially
in the last years since Richard has arrived. It is critical that this vision must continue into
the next century.
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RICHARD BALES FOCUS GROUP III
Results - Dr. Winston Stahlecker
(December 1998)
1 . Important events and why.
1) 100 years old celebration in 1989 when we got 100 new members, mf- A
2) Nominating committee that works toward getting at least one memb of each
generation on all committees (goal is 2 from each generation). mf-A
3) Contemporary service, jl - R
4) Since Richards coming a Spiritual revival. Spiritual fervor that now exists. jl-R
5) Reaching out into the community through various services such as the child care
center. Canyon Cares, etc. mf-A
6) Church has grown in community spirit while growing in numbers as-C
7) Stronger participation in services by children�ifyou get the children to come so
also will parents and relatives. jw-A
8) Spiritual leadership by Richard. vm-A
9) We've become a "praying church." We pray about everything and every issue for
God's guidance. The change in the power and process of prayer has increased
considerably. rl-I
2. Problems that were most difficult.
1) Turmoil related to various issues such as the new contemporary service. jl-R
2) "We don't get to see everyone" now that we have the contemporary service
concurrently with the traditional service. ws-A
3) Some hostility especially toward the contemporary service. jl-R
4) Inactive people in the Church�how do we reach them. mf-A
5) There was a "lack of commitment to youth and their involvement. pl-I
6) Difficulty of some members to give up the old sanctuary especially some of the
"Civic" generation. vm-A
3. Ways the problems were dealt with.
1) Meetings - 3 or 4 alone with regard to the contemporary service. This was with
the total congregation. jw-A
2) "Let's seek God's guidance� let's now go home and pray about it�after a
meeting." jw-A
3) "Gently bringing others together, instead of pushing them, avoiding being
judgmental." jl-R
4) Research was done to show both the pros and cons�both were discussed instead
of a one-sided argument. rl-I
5) A continuance of the process even through difficult times (Richard's illness).as-C
6) Versatility in the use of all generations giving everyone in all generations an
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opportunity to serve in their own unique ways�the way they want to serve not
just where the church wanted them to. jw-A
7) Outreach. Opened up the Church to the entire community through the Church's
various activities such as child care, men's prayer group, etc. Focus on the Church
as the "Body of Christ" not on denominations. rl-I
8) Developing the "Youth Dynamic." Bringing in Curtis to "fire up" the youth.
Example given was the recent praise and worship service in Curtis' s bam where
over 100 youth attended; many ofwhom were of other denominations. pl-I
9) Foresight and vision of the church leadership such as Phase III. Purchase of
houses - looking forward to the future. jw-A
10) Encouragement and support ofmembers to become ministers ofGod-Kevin and
others who Richard mentored. as-C
1 1) Emphasis on all members of the Church becoming ministers ofGod through their
individual talents (lay leader, Stephen Ministers, etc.) rl-I
4. How "four generations" contributed to problems and helped resolve them.
1) The contemporary service helped bring in many people of all generations;
however, perhaps a greater focus on the two younger generations. jw-A
2) Emphasis, when doing flind drives, on "Equal Sacrifice; not Equal Giving." This
allowed a crossing of all generations to contributed according to their ability and
their willingness to sacrifice. jw-A
3) Emphasis on individual gifts to the Church including their willingness to pray for
the Church and others (e.g. Mark Pittman' s tracking ofprayer). jw-A
4) Each generation became more open to the feelings of the other generations
through the emphasis on prayer and understanding each others feelings (Stephen
Covey" philosophy of "Seek First to Understand, then to Be Understood). ws-A
5) Emphasis on clearly communicating both pros and cons about each issue�making
haste slowly but deliberately�continuing the process even while controversy still
was going on. ws-A
5. Your perceptions and attitudes.
1 ) The hiring of a second pastor�we need that person, but how do we pay for the
position? jw-A
2) Attachment to the old parsonage but realizing it was not handicapped accessible
mf-A
How were feelings changed? (SEE also previous questions.)
1) Visionary leadership (led by Richard) but also illustrated by various committees.
This visionary leadership increased significantly with Richard's coming. vm-A
2) Allowing everyone the opportunity to participate in the decision making. jw-A
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6. Cite one factor that was most significant.
1 ) Experiencing ofGod and the Holy Spirit like it was never felt before�as a direct
result ofRichard's leadership. All activities were "God centered" as a result of the
emphasis on prayer as a way to resolve differences and achieve results. jw-A
2) "We've become a God-Centered" Church instead of a ritual-centered Church. The
focus is on God not just ritual. rl-I
3) Members have become much more enlightened about what the Church needs�both
the Canyon Church but also the Church universal. as-C
4) We've become a genuinely "caring church" as evidenced by our looking after
those less fortunate whether those who are sick or can't seem to care for
themselves (e.g. Canyon Cares). mf-A
5) We've become a much more compassionate church. mf-A
6) The leadership through Richard, Kevin, and Curtis has become contagious within
the congregation. pl-I
7) A much stronger focus on youth including in the traditional service, Sunday school
and other activities sponsored by the Church. vm-A
8) The contemporary service has added a number of people probably much more so
among the two younger generations. jw-A
9) The presence of the Holy Spirit throughout the Church in all things done. rl-I
10) Growth in Sunday school participation. jw-A
11) Stronger follow up with those members who are inactive. mf-A
NOTES: This focus group seemed to wander more than the others.
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RICHARD BALES FOCUS GROUP IV
QUESTIONS DISCUSSION
(December 1998)
Introduction - What is a focus group? What is the purpose of this focus group?
Potential Questions:
1 . What do you feel are the most significant events in our church in the last 8 years? Why do
you feel this way? Try to bring out church growth (340-560), third worship service, new
facility, and addition of the associate pastor.
1) Holding young people in the Church through Sunday school and youth activities.
ac-A
2) Focus on prayer, one's personal relationship with Christ and the Holy Spirit. jw-R
3) The Emmaus movement has made many people more loving and "Christlike."gw-R
4) The dynamics of the youth ministry that draws the kids who, in turn, draw their
parents. sd-I
5) Receptivity to change (e.g. the Boomer Contemporary service). jw-R
6) Willingness to accommodate others and to embrace change such as through the
Homes ofHonor and Crown ministries. jw-R
7) Balance between "blacks and whites" with regard to various policies and activities.
jb-I
8) Richard listened to God through prayer and answered prayer and carried this over
to his love for people who, in turn, did the same. jw-R
9) People reached out�started with Richard and Noreen. ml-I
10) A praying church�Francie and Richard and young people. ml-I
1 1) Programs like Mothers Day out�the Church filled a need "for me" for me. People
needing people. bc-C
12) Leadership through Richard. jw-R
13) Prayer - counting the hours of prayer. Lessons on prayer. ac-A
14) Emphasis by Richard on everyone becoming ministers to all people. jb-I
2. With regard to these significant events, what would you see as the most difficult
problems that resulted relating to these events (EXPLORE perceptions, opinions and
attitudes) that needed to be overcome? Include church growth, third worship service, new
facility, and addition of associate pastor.
1) Starting the contemporary service. ac-A
2) Phase III - where will we get the money? bc-C
3) Old church sanctuary was an emotional problems for some especially the older
generations. ac-A
4) Finance committee looking at a projected budget deficit. This required a "leap of
faith." gw-R
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3. With regard to the problems you have indicated, what do you see as the most important
ways these problems were dealt with that resulted in the church continuing to achieve
its objectives (especially relating to these events)? (EXPLORE especially conflicts
resulting from divergent groups as related to perceptions, opinions, and attitudes.)
Include each of the above events.
1) A deliberate process was used. Lots of listening. Openness of the process
involving non-judgmental reactions to others opinions. jb-I
2) Richard's leadership in the process to assure the openness mentioned above. ac-A
3) The fact that this church had a large enough congregation, as compared to some
smaller ones, to accommodate the needs of everyone. sd-I
4) The church seemed to embrace change through excellent communications and
leadership. jw-R
5) Richard was willing to relinquish leadership and ownership of ideas. He never was
threatened. God made Richard a Shepherd to help lead others. ml-I
6) Richard's humility. jb-I
4. Every church consists of four generations (LIST the four generations�give listing to
participants.)
A. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed to creating
problems relating to these "events" mentioned earlier?
1) CIVIC - was more receptive to leaming such as with the old sanctuary when it was
revealed by the fire chief that it was a fire hazard. bc-C
2) The acceptance of leadership roles, and Richard's willingness to give up those
roles, such as when considering the contemporary church service. ac-A
3) Various "generations" raised the issues, others appeared to have a healthy respect
for feelings with regard to these issues (e.g. tearing down the old sanctuary and
adding the contemporary service). gw-R
4) Emphasis on "Equal sacrifice, not equal giving" as a finance campaign slogan.
ac-A
5) The "novel" idea that everyone pray about the various issues before a decision was
to be made. ml-I
B. To what extent do you feel these different "generations" contributed toward
resolving those problems?
See above in item A.
C. What, if any, of the major events discussed do you see as being most effected by
the various generations? Explain. See above in item A.
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D In your opinion, what do you feel was done that helped most to resolve conflicts
relating to these events especially as the result of different generations having
different perceptions, opinions, and attitudes?
What was your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes when each of the following were first
introduced as a goal of the church? List hiring of a second pastor, the fellowship hall,
and the new service at 10:45.
1) The resuhs of the work done proved that what was sometime viewed "impossible"
could be done (e.g. running a budget deficit�but the monies came in.) jb-I
2) The outreach into the community resulted in many new members�programs like
the children's day care, the contemporary service, etc bc-C
3) The contemporary service was an extension of the community outreach which
proved to bring in a number of new members. jb-I
4) One individual indicated that they "liked change" and couldn't understand why
others didn't. She leamed to respect others feelings through Ustening at the
various meetings. jw-R
5) Richard would "make haste slowly." So that everyone could be heard and listened
to. jw-R
6) Good leadership models were present in all generations. jb-I
7) Tme leadership is when one can relinquish power to others with confidence; this
was Richard's leadership role. jw-R
8) The creation, often through prayer, that "Ifwe believe in letting God lead us, then
nothing is impossible. ac-A, jw-R
NOTE: See answer above..
A. To what extent do you feel your perceptions, opinions, and attitudes changed and
the dialogue progressed?
NOTE: See answer above.
B. Why do you feel they changed?
NOTE: See answer above.
If you were to cite one factor that you believe has been the most significant that has
resulted in the church's growth during the last eight years, what would it be?
1) Love - The love of leadership and members toward one another-"We are tmly a
loving church." This love was exhibited especially by Richard. sd-I
2) Prayer - "Our church has developed, through Richard's leadership, a very
powerful focus on prayer to God regarding all issues." jw-R
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3) The First United Methodist Church ofCanyon focusing on itself as being only a
part of the "Body ofChrist ." We're proud of our heritage in the Methodist
tradition but we act this out by not being judgmental of others whether it be their
ideas or their religious denomination. ml-I, ac-A
4) All programs are led by the focus on the Holy Spirit. gw-R
5) Outreach into the community through various programs without denomination
"arrogance." bc-C
6) Being an "obedient church" to God not man. Leadership is the result ofGod's
calling, not man's. This is reflected in goals relating to getting members of the
congregation to pursue the ministry. jw-R
On a scale of 1-9, 9=very healthy, l=very unhealthy, how would each ofyou rate the
overall health of our congregation? (Give a slip of paper on which to rate anonymously
their perception of the heahh of the church).
The results here were an eight (8), the range was a 7-9.
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